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Abstract
This thesis deals with a simulation-based method of reactive Java program
checking. Reactive programs are mostly infinite concurrent programs that
receive their input data during their execution, not at the time when they are
started. The presented method is based on serialization of threads and joint
simulation of the checked program together with its environment model.
Serialization is a method of concurrent program execution that allows only
one thread of a program to run at a given time. Thread switching occurs
at exactly defined places only and it is fully under control of a serialization execution engine that makes (pseudo)random decisions about thread
switching. A great benefit of the serialization method is a possibility to take
a consistent snapshot of a concurrent Java program at defined places.
Joint simulation of both parts can be performed thanks to the fact that both
parts run on top of the same simulation library – J-Sim. The library uses
model-time and scheduling principles known from the Simula language. The
environment model is created as a set of simulation processes and passive
data. The checked program is transformed from the original to the required
form by a special converter.
The work also presents tools that are used during the checking process. At
the end, a representative case study shows how the checking method can be
used during development of an embedded reactive program.
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Abstrakt
Disertačnı́ práce se zabývá metodou ověřovánı́ reaktivnı́ch javovských programů, která je založena na simulaci. Reaktivnı́ programy jsou převážně
nekonečné paralelnı́ programy, které zı́skávajı́ vstupnı́ data během svého
běhu, nikoliv při startu. Předkládaná metoda je založena na serializaci vláken
a společné simulaci ověřovaného programu spolu s modelem svého okolı́.
Serializace je metoda běhu paralelnı́ch programů, která dovoluje běh pouze
jednoho vlákna programu v daném čase. Přepı́nánı́ vláken je povoleno pouze
na přesně definovaných mı́stech a je plně pod kontrolou serializačnı́ho stroje,
který činı́ (pseudo)náhodná rozhodnutı́ o přepı́nánı́ vláken. Velkou výhodou
metody serializace je možnost pořı́zenı́ snı́mku konzistentnı́ho stavu paralelnı́ho javovského programu na určených mı́stech.
Společná simulace obou částı́ je možná dı́ky tomu, že obě části běžı́ nad
stejnou simulačnı́ knihovnou J-Sim. Knihovna je založena na principech
modelového času a plánovánı́ procesů, které jsou známy z jazyka Simula.
Model okolı́ je reprezentován jako množina simulačnı́ch procesů a pasivnı́ch
objektů. Ověřovaný program je převeden z původnı́ do požadované podoby
speciálnı́m převaděčem.
Práce také zmiňuje nástroje, které jsou pro ověřovánı́ danou metodou potřebné. Ke konci práce je uvedena reprezentativnı́ přı́padová studie, která
demonstruje použitı́ předložené metody během vývoje reaktivnı́ho programu
pro vestavěné systémy.
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Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Testing is a necessary part of the life cycle of any software product, regardless
of its size, application area, or its user. There are many techniques developed
in software engineering, dealing with the issue of testing. Usually, they have
one thing in common: they are tailored exclusively for purely sequential
programs. If a sequential program is executed twice with the same input
data and the program does not involve any randomization inside, the same
output is obtained in both runs. Therefore, if invalid or unpredicted output
data is obtained, it is very easy to reproduce the same program behavior
again and it is very likely that a bug causing the problem will be discovered,
sooner or later.
However, this is not true for concurrent programs anymore. Concurrent
programs contain more or less independent units of code – processes for
multitasking and threads for multithreading – executed in parallel. Usually,
there is an indeterministic scheduler, at the level of operating system or at
the program level, which causes that the concurrency units – or rather their
parts, consisting of an arbitrary number of instructions – are always executed
in a different order. The total number of all possible schedules of the same
concurrent program is therefore almost infinite. Since the concurrency units
usually share some data, which is the reason why they are parts of the same
computation system, any bug concerning the access to these shared data
causes that invalid output of the whole computation is generated or even
causes the total computation process to behave in an unpredictable way
or to crash completely. Finding these bugs and finding the reasons why a
concurrent program behaves in a strange and unintended way are not trivial
tasks.
It is sometimes quite hard to detect the cause of a program failure since
1
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the program does not report any error and runs just “fine”. Also, bugs do
not necessarily appear every time a piece of code is executed but usually in
some program configuration only, when conditions are favorable for a fault
to occur.
The usual way of “debugging” used when something goes wrong in the program is to print out comments on the standard or error output, log them to
files or otherwise send them somewhere where the programmer will eventually read them. This system can inform the programmer what is happening
inside the program, but it cannot say why something (e.g. a deadlock)
has happened. It does not report the true cause of a wrong behavior. An
analysis of the program at the programmer’s level could substantially help
him/her to understand why the program behaves incorrectly.
Better than debugging a program when a problem is discovered is certainly
testing it in a predefined way while the program is being developed. This
approach can save time and reveal possible bugs with certain probability,
not just by accident.

1.1.1

Java and Concurrency

Although the Java programming language provides all necessary means for
multithreading (concurrency at the level of a single process) already in the
basic package and the language was designed to support multithreading
from the very beginning, it cannot protect the programmer from all possible
traps, pitfalls, and dangerous things that multithreading threatens with.
Java threads are believed to run in parallel although they usually run in a
pseudo-parallel manner because of a limited amount of processor resources.
The virtual machine is allowed to switch threads at arbitrary places of their
code which causes an unpredictable sequence of program operations during
every run.
To protect shared resources and to allow for monitor methods guarding,
Java introduces methods wait(), notify(), and notifyAll(), able to manipulate thread execution state. Using these methods is quite often a source
of incorrect program behavior which can lead to liveness failures1 or turn
objects to wrong states.
At the very beginning, Java was intended to be a platform mainly for embedded devices. In these days, the initial desire is coming true. The number
of Java embedded applications has been growing in recent years. Mass usage
of smart mobile phones, PDAs, and consumer electronic devices has already
become reality. It is expected that the importance of embedded Java market
will grow and so will grow the need for tested-off and correct applications,
1

See section 1.1.2 for explanation.
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mostly employing Java concurrency as an efficient way of decomposition of
the overall task complexity.
Due to limited communication abilities of embedded devices, testing applications intended to run on them is again a little bit more complicated. Every
developer would certainly appreciate if testing could happen on a standard
piece of hardware, i.e. on a PC.

1.1.2

What Care Should Be Taken Of

In every correct concurrent program, two properties must be fulfilled:
The Safety Property. The safety property ensures that all data shared
by more threads are accessed in a way that avoids data damages and
inconsistencies. This is usually accomplished by a synchronization
protocol.
The Liveness Property. The liveness property ensures that anything at
all will happen in the program. An example of liveness violation is a
deadlock, dormancy, or contention 2 .
It is obvious that the two properties go against each other. Ensuring safety
may cause a liveness violation, ensuring liveness may lead to missing synchronization and therefore to safety violation. It is sometimes very difficult
to balance the two opposite concerns so that the result is a viable and correct
program.
Java introduces so-called synchronized blocks to ensure safety, i.e. to protect data from being accessed or modified from different threads simultaneously. However, the programmer is not forced to use synchronization and
therefore, as a result of that, incorrect data can be easily produced. These
incorrectly synchronized reads or writes are called safety violations. The
detailed functionality of synchronization is described in the Java virtual
machine specification [29]. Basically, Java synchronization does two things:
It prevents threads from reading/writing the same data at the same time
and it manages a central repository and threads’ local copies of the shared
(synchronized) data [29].
Finding all violations against this mutual-locking discipline3 can be done at
the level of source code analysis and does not require the program to be run
(but false alerts can be reported then). There are already tools able to do
this analysis, for example Eraser [40].
2
3

Their definitions can be found in [28].
Java synchronization uses locks that guarantee mutual exclusion.
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If synchronization is over-used or used in a wrong way, the following troubles
can arise, some of which are often denoted as liveness violations:
• A deadlock can happen. A deadlock is a situation when two or more
threads block each other in a vicious cycle. Let’s have threads T1
and T2 and shared resources S1 and S2 , properly synchronized. Let’s
assume that T1 already owns S1 and T2 owns S2 . Now if T1 wants
to access S2 , it gets blocked. Similarly, T2 gets blocked while trying
to access S1 . Both threads remain blocked forever because they can
never get the required resource because it will stay owned forever by
the other thread which is also blocked forever, etc.
• A state of dormancy can happen. This usually happens when a notification signal (using methods notify() or notifyAll() of Object) is
not sent when it should be or it is sent via a different synchronization
object so it does not arrive to the right thread(s).
• A livelock can happen. A livelock is a situation when two or more
processes continuously change their state in response to the other processes but none of them really advances. The processes are not blocked
(in terms of Java concurrency, they remain runnable) but their algorithms do not allow them to proceed.
• Due to an invalid guarding condition, a thread may be allowed to enter
a synchronized method when it should not or it may get blocked when
it should be allowed to execute the method. A typical example of
the former case is an incorrect replacing of a while guarding cycle
with a simple if condition at the beginning of a guarded synchronized
method. If a notification signal arrives by accident, the condition is
not re-evaluated and the thread can go on without being sure that the
state of the monitor allows it.
• Methods wait(), notify(), and notifyAll() can be invoked upon
a synchronization object that is not currently acquired by the calling
thread. This always causes an IllegalMonitorStateException to
be thrown which usually leads to complete destruction of the thread
because the exception propagates to its run() method and then to the
JVM which destroys the thread.
Therefore, observing the state of every thread and knowing about every
state change of a thread may help the programmer to discover bugs related
to liveness. The programmer is then able to compare the actual behavior of
the program to the intended one and to find the buggy piece of code.
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As described later in section 4.1, a Java concurrent program is in fact composed of entities of various types, invisible4 to the programmer at the level
of Java source code. These entities are, for example, threads, locks used for
synchronization, lock wait sets, lock delayed sets, thread join sets, and some
others.
Monitoring these entities (usually hidden in the JVM representation of the
program) and monitoring their relationships can considerably help the programmer to understand the actual behavior of his/her program. If the behavior differs from the intended one, the programmer can easily find the
places in his/her source code where these relationships were changed and
he/she can conclude a result from that.

1.1.3

Does the Program Do Its Job?

Every program has its mission that it should fulfill. Whether the program
does or does not fulfill the mission is a difficult task since one must know
what should be checked, how it should be checked and how to interpret the
result.
One of possible ways is to let the user (the developer) define whether the
program acts correctly or not by means of state invariants. An invariant is
a statement describing a certain condition about the tested program or any
outer object (a controlled device, for example) that must hold at any time.
Evaluation of this statement returns a logical value. In the case of a correct
program, evaluation of every invariant should always return true.
An invariant could be described as a method returning a boolean value. The
method can be called at runtime and whenever an invariant is violated (the
condition is evaluated as false), the user can be informed and a particular
action can be taken.
A little disadvantage of invariants is that a broken invariant does not point
to any place in the source code that could be the cause of the problem. The
cause can be virtually anything and it is up to the programmer to find it
and take appropriate steps.
A concurrent environment poses a requirement on invariant evaluation: An
invariant should be evaluated atomically, i.e. the data from which the invariant is computed must not change during evaluation.
4
Only some of them are invisible, some of them are visible and are mapped to real Java
objects.
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Aims of the Dissertation Work

Probably no one would be able to enumerate and describe all traps and
pitfalls that lurk in darkness, ready to cause a program’s behavior unpredictable and very likely incorrect when their time comes. The above sections
clearly illustrate this danger as well as the impact of concurrent programs
complexity on the development process.
In the area of embedded devices and control applications (see section 1.1.1),
threads usually act according to the data they receive from the program’s
outer environment. This means that the data by which the program’s control
flow is driven are not known completely when the program is started up but
they come to the program during its execution. Such applications are called
reactive applications because they react to outer events.
With all presented drawbacks and potential problems in mind, let’s now
formulate some fundamental goals that this work should fulfill:
1. A general description/analysis of concurrent Java program behavior
should be presented. The analysis should identify various entities and
describe their behavior during a program execution, mainly during
threading-specific operations.
2. Based on the analysis, a method of reactive Java concurrent program
checking should be developed. The method should target mainly:
• the ability to execute a concurrent Java program in a managed/simulated way so that all entities identified in point 1 and
operations on them are properly simulated;
• the ability to analyze the tested program at runtime in such a
way that is not affected by Java multithreading, i.e. the ability
to view the program from a “global point of view” in a “consistent
state” in the same way a classic sequential program can be seen;
• the ability to discover a faulty behavior – by “faulty behavior”
we will mean either multithreading-related incorrectness in the
program5 or a situation when the tested program is not able to
fulfill its task, e.g. when a controlled device gets to a wrong
state6 ;
• the ability to test a reactive program within a close-to-real environment that supplies events and data to it – the environment
5

An example of such incorrectness is invocation of wait() without having the corresponding lock previously acquired.
6
This must be defined by the application programmer – see section 1.1.3 where the
concept of state invariants is explained.
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should provide program input data that are expected in the target environment and it should reflect program output data by
changing its state appropriately.

3. Tools fulfilling the aforementioned requirements should be developed
to demonstrate that the presented theory and solutions based on it
are viable.
4. The method and the tools should be demonstrated on a representative
example.

1.3

Structure of the Work

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 – “Related Work”– presents possible approaches to concurrent
system checking. It enumerates and describes some theoretical methods
like Petri nets and π-calculus and also the most known tools for concurrent
system checking, mainly model checkers.
Chapter 3 – “State-Space Model of Concurrent Java Programs”– introduces
the concept of serialization of Java multithreaded programs, based on thread
consistent states, global program consistent states, and execution path. It
defines a state-space model of concurrent Java programs, specifies its construction, and shows how it is used during execution of a serialized program.
The following chapter – “Applying the State-Space Model to Real Java
Source Code” – describes what JVM-like entities of Java concurrent programs should be taken into account during simulation using the concept of
the state-space model, and what classes and methods work with them.
Chapter 5 – “Reactive Java Programs & The State-Space Model” – extends
the state-space model from chapter 3 with the concept of model time that
allows checking of Java reactive programs based on joint simulation of a
checked program and its environment model.
Chapter 6 – “Model-Based Development of Java Concurrent Programs”–
presents a development process using a method of checking by simulation.
It also guides the programmer to efficiently design the software from the
beginning in order to maximize the checking method’s benefits.
Tools used in the development process, namely J-Sim and J-SourceMorph,
are explained in detail in chapter 7 – “Support Tools”.
Chapter 8 – “Feasibility Study”– demonstrates the presented method of
checking on a comprehensible case study. It describes a simple embedded
multithreaded program that has to control a system of water sources.
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Finally, chapter 9 concludes the document, evaluates the results of the work
and presents possible extensions of the work.

Chapter 2

Related Work
So far, much effort has been put to many different solutions of the problem
being solved in this work. In this chapter, some of them – the most known
and widespread – will be presented. Some of them only analyze systems
described using a formal model, some of them directly analyze an already
implemented program in its source or runnable form to get true and unbiased
results. Only some of the tools and methods presented here are specialized
to Java, those that are not would usually be usable with Java after some
rework.
We will start with the most theoretical approaches that are at the highest
level of abstraction and then we will proceed with methods focused on issues
of implementation in a programming language. Finally, we will present
algorithms and tools that work directly with Java software, either in the
form of source code or in the form of byte code (compiled source code).

2.1

Petri Nets

Petri Nets is a formal and graphical appealing language which is appropriate
for modeling systems with concurrency. It was Carl Adam Petri who defined
the language. It was the first time a general theory for discrete parallel systems was formulated. The language is a generalization of automata theory
such that the concept of concurrently occurring events can be expressed.
A Petri net is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool. It consists of
places, transitions, and arcs that connect them. Input arcs connect places
with transitions, while output arcs start at a transition and end at a place.
There are other types of arcs, e.g. inhibitor arcs. Places can contain tokens; the current state of the modeled system (the marking) is given by the
number (and type if the tokens are distinguishable) of tokens in each place.
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Transitions are active components. They model activities which can occur
(the transition fires), thus changing the state of the system (the marking of
the Petri net). Transitions are only allowed to fire if they are enabled, which
means that all the preconditions for the activity must be fulfilled (there
are enough tokens available in the input places). When the transition fires,
it removes tokens from its input places and adds some at all of its output
places. The number of tokens removed / added depends on the cardinality
of each arc. The interactive firing of transitions in subsequent markings is
called token game.
Petri nets are a promising tool for describing and studying systems that
are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel,
nondeterministic, and/or stochastic. Tokens are used in these nets to simulate the dynamic and concurrent activities of systems. As a mathematical
tool, it is possible to set up state equations, algebraic equations, and other
mathematical models governing the behavior of systems.
To study performance and dependability issues of systems, it is necessary
to include a timing concept into the model. There are several possibilities
to do this for a Petri net; however, the most common way is to associate
a firing delay with each transition. This delay specifies the time that the
transition has to be enabled, before it can actually fire. If the delay is a random distribution function, the resulting net class is called stochastic Petri
net. Different types of transitions can be distinguished depending on their
associated delay, for instance immediate transitions (no delay), exponential transitions (delay has an exponential distribution), and deterministic
transitions (delay is fixed).

2.1.1

Usability

Using Petri nets requires that a model of the simulated / analyzed system
has to be constructed first. This requires a detailed analysis of the source
code of the tested software if not done during the design phase. Constructing
the model is further complicated by the fact that a Java concurrent program
can hardly be considered a discrete system so a process of abstraction must
be applied. Petri nets are certainly a helpful verification mean in an early
design phase but almost unusable if analysis of an already existing software
is required.

2.2

π-Calculus

The π-calculus is a process algebra developed by Robin Milner in early 1990s
as a successor to his CSS language. The full semantics of the language is
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described in [33]. Its aim is to formally describe a system consisting of
parallel processes and channels between them.
The π-calculus is built up upon the idea of synchronous communication
(handshake) of processes over named channels. Depending on the arity of
data transmitted over the channels, monadic and polyadic π-calculi are distinguished. The channels themselves can be transmitted over other channels,
too. In higher-order π-calculus, the processes can also be transmitted which
is not acceptable in the π-calculus of the first order.

2.2.1

Basic Ideas

The most primitive entity is a name. There are infinitely many names, they
are denoted x, y, . . . ∈ X , and have no structure. Processes P, Q, . . . ∈ P are
built from names by this syntax:
P ::=

X

πi .Pi | P |Q | !P | (νx)P | P + Q | 0

i∈I

I is a finite indexing set. The prefix π in π.P represents an atomic action –
the first action performed by π.P . There are three basic forms of prefix:
1. c(x) means that the channel c can receive input and bind this input
to x. Also denoted as c?x in [12].
2. c̄x means that x is sent along the channel c. Also denoted as c!x [12]
or c̄hxi [8] in different notations.
3. The silent prefix τ means that nothing observable happens.
In all cases, c is called the subject and x is called the object of the action.
The subject is positive for input and negative for output.
Some more advanced expressions of processes include the following:
• 0 denotes a nil process. Obviously, nothing happens. By convention,
the trailing 0 is usually omitted, so we write just c(x) instead of c(x).0
and c̄x instead of c̄x.0.
• P + Q denotes nondeterminism, which means that the process will
behave either as P or as Q but not as both.
• P |Q denotes parallelism, which means that P and Q will execute in
parallel – they can run independently and even can communicate with
each other.
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• !P means P |P | . . . – as many copies as necessary. The operator ! is
called replication. A common usage of replication is !π.P which means
that P can be replicated only when a requester communicates via π.
• (νx)P declares a new unique name x, distinct from all external names,
for use in P .

2.2.2

Some Simple Examples

To illustrate the usage of the π-calculus, let’s consider the following process
description1 :
c̄[3, d] . d([x, y, z]) . c̄(x + y + z)
A process behaving as described above first sends the tuple [3, d] over the
channel c, then receives a 3-tuple on channel d whose components are bound
to the variables x, y, and z, and finally sends the sum x + y + z on channel
c.
For such a process to communicate, it must be run concurrently with another
process that performs the other part of communication. For example, a
process described as
c([n, u]) . ū[n, n ∗ n, n ∗ n ∗ n] . c(s)
will cause that the tuple [3, d] is sent on c and received by the second process,
then the 3-tuple [3, 9, 27] is sent back to the first process on the channel d
(named as u in the second process). As soon as the first process receives it,
it computes sum of the three numbers and sends the result over the channel
c. Because the second process is ready to receive something on the channel
c, it may proceed and it receives the sum and binds it to the name s. So,
at the end of this communication, the variable s will contain the value 39,
which is 3 + 3 ∗ 3 + 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 3.
A more interesting situation is shown in the following example. A process
is composed of three subprocesses running in parallel. All of them can
communicate with each other via c and after the communication is done
they perform as Pi .
(c̄99 . P1 ) | (c(x) . P2 (x)) | (c(y) . P3 (y))
The first of the three processes can communicate with either of the two
others but not both. Therefore, the possible successor states to this process
state are P1 |P2 (99) and P1 |P3 (99).
1

The square brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’ denote a tuple.
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If the channel c from the above example had to be local to the whole process,
the ν operator would have to be used which would result to the following
construction:
(νc) . (c̄99 . P1 ) | (c(x) . P2 (x)) | (c(y) . P3 (y))
Let’s consider a process description containing a nondeterministic choice
(operator +):
(c(x) . P1 (x)) + (d(y) . P2 (y))
Here, the choice is determined by whichever of the processes is able to communicate via its channel (either c or d). Therefore, the above statement
waits for communication on channels c and d. If the process communicates
with another process on channel c and receives data bound to variable x
then the successor state is P1 (x). If it communicates on channel d then the
data received is bound to the variable y and then the process continues as
P2 (y).
Let’s change the last statement a bit by replacing the channel d with c:
(c(x) . P1 (x)) + (c(y) . P2 (y))
Now any communication on c will cause an arbitrary choice between P1 (x)
and P2 (y). The behavior is not prescribed in this case and the user must be
able to handle both choices.
The π-calculus is also a convenient mean to express recursion. Let’s consider
the following recursive process:
sink(c) = c(x) . sink(c)
The process sink consumes all values received on channel c by not sending
them to any other process and recursively invoking itself after the value is
received. We now introduce another recursive process, indefinitely writing
to a channel:
source(c) = (c̄1 . c̄2 . source(c)) + (c̄3 . c̄4 . source(c))
If we combine them together by invoking them in parallel and giving them
the same channel c1 to read from and write to, the resulting process
source(c1 ) | sink(c1 )
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will run forever, producing a sequence of integer numbers like “121212343412123434. . . ”. Every 1 is immediately followed by 2 and any 3 is immediately
followed by 4. 1s and 3s can interleave arbitrarily.
A similar process, denoted as
source(c1 ) | source(c1 ) | sink(c1 )
allows interleaving of ‘12’ and ‘34’ pairs but in addition to this behavior,
the output of the two independent sources can be interleaved at the level
of single numbers. So a sequence like “1121212233414122. . . ” can result
from this process’s run. Numbers generated by one of the two sources are
underlined.
To express that any element of a set can act as the prefix, the following
notation is used:
X

v : V . P (v)

Our source process, generating n mutually different symbols vi can then look
like
source(c) =

X

v : {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } . (c̄v . source(c))

π-calculus does not limit the user to simple examples like those above. [33]
shows a complex example of a mobile phones network with a phone in a
car moving from a base to another base of the network. The network is
responsible for handling communication of the phone with the base it currently belongs to as well as switching from a base to another base as the car
moves.

2.2.3

More Theory

The area of π-calculus theory involves a very rich set of definitions, theorems,
and concepts that are quite unimportant for basic understanding and for our
purposes. This includes free and bounded names, structural congruence and
reduction, α-conversion, polyadic π-calculus and π-calculus of higher order.
All the theory can be found in [33] and will not be shown here.

2.2.4

π-Calculus and Java

Igarashi and Kobayashi [15] used the π-calculus to create a general framework of type systems, called a generic type system. This system can be
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instantiated to a variety of type systems by changing its parameters: a subtyping relation and a consistency condition. Whatever the parameters are,
the derived systems retain important properties of the generic type system.
Therefore, the properties have to be proven just once – in the generic type
system – and are valid for any instance.
The importance of the work of Igarashi and Kobayashi lies in showing that a
number of non-trivial type systems, such as those ensuring deadlock freedom
and race freedom, can be derived from the generic system and proven correct. This is of a great importance for verifying concurrent Java programs,
however, they do not give any clue how it should be applied on concurrent
Java programs. Neither Java nor any other programming language is mentioned in their work to be convertible to an instance of the generic type
system. Neither is stated how source code (of any language) or bytecode
(of Java) should be converted by hand to formulas that would be verified
against a specific instance of the type system.
Therefore, the π-calculus generic type system seems to be a purely theoretical tool with no practical influence on Java programs testing and verification
and thus completely unusable for our purposes.
Jacobs and Piessens [16] created a formal semantics of Java as a mapping of
Java programs to π-calculus processes. The semantics covers a substantial
part of the Java language, although not the entire language. Some of the supported features are polymorphism, typecasts, exceptions, implementation of
the Java Memory Model with per-thread memory caching, etc. There is,
however, a number of features not yet included in the semantics, including
arrays, static fields, string literals, and especially the thread state manipulation methods of the Object class wait(), notify(), and notifyAll(),
which is a great disadvantage when dealing with concurrent programs. Also,
access modifiers cannot be expressed.
Unfortunately, the authors omit any details on using the formal semantics in
real life. There is no obvious link between a real Java source/byte code, i.e.
the authors do not mention any tool or method to create a set of π-calculus
expressions that could be a subject of further investigation. In addition, the
authors do not say how to make use of the resulting π-calculus expressions.
So there is a missing link between the resulting description of a program
and a statement that would prove or disprove a proposed property of the
program.

2.2.5

Usability

At this moment, there is no evidence that the π-calculus is able to solve real
problems in the area of Java concurrent programs development. All research
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done so far in this field is rather theoretical and does not target problems
with real Java software. It is though possible that it can be successful in
the area it was originally intended for – communication systems design.

2.3

LTSA – Labeled Transition System Analyzer

LTSA is a verification tool for concurrent systems developed by Jeff Magee
and Jeff Kramer. It mechanically checks that the specification of a concurrent system satisfies the properties required of its behavior. In addition,
LTSA supports specification animation to facilitate interactive exploration
of system behavior. LTSA can be downloaded from [30].
A system in LTSA is modeled as a set of interacting finite state machines.
The properties required of the system are also modeled as state machines.
LTSA performs compositional reachability analysis to exhaustively search
for violations of the desired properties. More formally, each component of
a specification is described as a Labelled Transition System (LTS), which
contains all the states a component may reach and all the transitions it
may perform. However, explicit description of an LTS in terms of its states,
set of action labels and transition relation is cumbersome for other than
small systems. Consequently, LTSA supports a process algebra notation
FSP (Finite State Processes) for concise description of component behavior.
The tool allows the LTS corresponding to a FSP specification to be viewed
graphically.
LTSA considers a process as having a state modified by invisible (or atomic)
actions. Each action causes a transition from the current state to the next
state. The order in which actions are allowed to occur is determined by
a transition graph that is an abstract representation of the program. In
other words, processes can be modeled as finite state machines. Although
the representation of a process is finite, the behavior described need not be
finite.

2.3.1

FSP – Finite State Processes

For larger number of states and transitions, an algebraic notation called
Finite State Processes (FSP) is used to describe process models. Every FSP
description has a corresponding state machine (LTS) description. A process
is described by its states and the actions between them. Processes are in
uppercase, actions in lowercase letters. The terminal state of a process (if
the process terminates) is called STOP. An action a transforming a process
from state A to state B is prefixed before B, together with the prefix operator
->:
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A = (a -> B)

To describe repetitive behavior, recursion can be used. For example, a nonterminating process named SWITCH and describing a light switch with two
states ON and OFF and two actions on and off would look like the following:
SWITCH = OFF,
OFF = (on -> ON),
ON = (off -> OFF).

If we substitute the definition of ON in the definition of OFF, we will get the
following result:
SWITCH = OFF,
OFF = (on -> (off -> OFF)).

The definition of OFF can be further used in the definition of the initial state
of SWITCH, which will produce the following:
SWITCH = (on -> off -> SWITCH).

The three different definitions of the SWITCH process generate identical state
machine.
The sequence of actions produced by the execution of a process (or a set of
processes) is referred to as a trace. In general, processes have many possible
execution traces.
More than one transition can lead from a state to several next states. If
an action occurs, the process passes to the next state corresponding to the
performed action. The choice is expressed by the operator |.
X = (a -> A | b -> B),
A = (x -> X),
B = (x -> X).

The choice can be even non-deterministic, i.e. the same action x can lead
both to state A and to state B:
X = (x -> A | x -> B),
A = (y -> X),
B = (y -> X).

There are many other language elements in FSP, like guarded actions (the
keyword when), indexed processes and actions, process labeling and hiding,
etc. They can be found in [31] and will not be discussed here.
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The Technique of Analysis

After the processes are described, LTSA can perform a breadth-first search
on the LTS. If a property violation or a deadlock is found, the shortest
trace of actions that would lead to the property violation or deadlock is
displayed. Alternatively, this algorithm can be replaced by Holtzmann’s
bitstate hashing technique – Supertrace – which is not a complete search
of the state space. Supertrace is only used if the complete search is not
possible due to size.

2.3.3

Usability

LTS, FSP, and the LTS Analyzer (now in version 2.2) is a set of extremely
helpful tools that can diagnose the concurrent system before it is implemented. Therefore, the actual software has to be written according to the
model. However, as in the case of any other theoretical method, errors can
be introduced to the code during further development, so another tool has
to be used later.

2.4

The Model Checker SPIN – Checking Formal
Models

SPIN is a verification system for models of distributed software systems. It
was developed in Bell Laboratories and its brief description can be found in
[14]. It supports the design and verification of asynchronous process systems.
The verification is mainly focused on proving the correctness of process interaction, specified either with randez-vous primitives or with asynchronous
message passing through buffered channels, or access to shared variables or
any combination of these.
The verified system’s design specification is written in the verification language Promela and the correctness claims are specified in the syntax of
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). The Promela language imposes two important constraints on the modeled system: it must be bounded and it must
have only countably many distinct behaviors.
The typical usage of SPIN has the three following steps:
1. The specification of a high-level model of a concurrent system or a
distributed algorithm, using SPIN’s graphical front-end XSPIN.
2. Interactive simulation, to gain basic confidence about the behavior of
the modeled system’s design.
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3. Generation of an optimized on-the-fly verification program from the
high-level specification. This verifier is compiled and can be thus directly executed. The verifier is able to find counterexamples to correctness claims (if there are any) that can be used again during a repeated
interactive simulation to inspect details of the cause of the correctness
violations.

2.4.1

Description of a Process and the State Space of the
System

The verified concurrent system, described in Promela, consists of one or
more user-defined process templates (proctype definitions) and at least one
process instantiation. The templates define the behavior of different types
of processes. Any running process can instantiate further asynchronous
processes, using the process templates.
Each process template is translated to a finite automaton. The global behavior of the concurrent system is obtained by computing an asynchronous
interleaving product of automata, one automaton per asynchronous process
behavior. The resulting global system behavior is itself again represented by
an automaton. This interleaving product is referred to as the state space of
the system or as the global reachability graph (because it can be represented
as a graph).

2.4.2

Description of Correctness Claims

Every correctness claim is expressed as an LTL formula. An LTL formula
can contain a propositional symbol p, combined with unary or binary, boolean
and/or temporal operators, using the following grammar:
f
:= p | true | false | (f) | f binop f | unop f
unop := [] | <>
| !
binop := U | &&
| ||
| -> | <->

The operators have these meanings: [] means always, <> means eventually,
! is logical negation, && is logical and, || is logical or, -> is implication, <-> is
equivalence and U means strong until. For example, [] (p U q) states that it
is always guaranteed that p remains true at least until q becomes true.
SPIN generates a Büchi automaton 2 for each formula with several states,
either accepting or non-accepting. The algorithm is following: First, the
formula is converted to a normal form. An initial state is created, marked
2

A Büchi automaton is defined over infinite input sequences, rather than finite ones as
in standard finite state machine theory.
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with the formula to be matched and an incoming edge. The remainder of
the automaton is computed recursively. At each stage, a subformula that
remains to be satisfied is taken and, according to its leading operator, the
current state may be split into two states, each of them inheriting a different
part of the subformula. In the last phase, some of the states are identified
as accepting according to the presence or absence of subformulae with until
operators.

2.4.3

Finding Possible Correctness Violations

When a correctness claim is translated to a Büchi automaton, it is merged
with the automaton of the global state space – the so called synchronous
product is computed. The result is again a Büchi automaton. If the language
accepted by this automaton is empty, the original correctness claim is not
satisfied. If the language is nonempty, it contains those behaviors that satisfy
the original LTL formula.
In SPIN, the correctness claims describe erroneous system behaviors, i.e.
behaviors that are undesirable. The reasons for this approach are stated in
the following paragraphs. So the verification process then either proves that
such erroneous behavior is impossible or it provides examples of behavior
that match.
A proof of a positive claim requires that the language of the system is included in the language of the claim. On contrary, a proof of a negative claim
requires that the intersection of both languages is empty. The worst-case
state space size of both the positive and negative claim proof is the size
of the Cartesian product of the system and the claim. The best-case state
space size of the positive claim proof is the size of sum of the two state
spaces and the best-case state space size of the negative claim proof is zero.
This is the reason why SPIN works with negative claims and uses language
intersection.
A Büchi automaton accepts a system execution if and only if that execution
forces it to pass through one or more of its accepting states infinitely often.
(Such behaviors are called acceptance cycles.) To prove that no execution
sequence of the system matches the negated claim, it suffice to prove the absence of acceptance cycles which is of much less complexity than proving the
former behavior. So the computation terminates when an acceptance cycle
(a counterexample to the correctness claim) is found or when the complete
intersection product has been computed.
SPIN uses Tarjan’s depth-first search algorithm to find an acceptance cycle in
the global reachability graph. The algorithm constructs strongly connected
components. If at least one accepting state exists in a strongly connected
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component, then there exists an acceptance cycle. If the acceptance state
is reachable from the initial system state then the acceptance cycle is also
reachable, which is a counterexample to the original correctness claim.

2.4.4

Usability

Although SPIN is a mature and proven tool, it cannot be found convenient
for the purposes of this work, enumerated in section 1.2. The reasons are as
follows:
1. SPIN works with formal models only, i.e. with software described in its
design phase, it does not work with real programs (either in runnable
or source form), i.e. software brought to its implementation phase.
2. SPIN is language-independent and therefore it cannot deal with all issues specific to Java. Process interaction is limited to shared variables
and message passing, some Java language constructs (like synchronized
blocks) would be quite hardly expressed.
3. Moreover, the possibility to formulate correctness claims and check for
their validity or violations is only a part of our requirements. Also,
the way how the claims are formulated is not convenient. A Java-like
style would be necessary.

2.5

Java PathFinder 1 – Constructing Formal Models from Java Multithreaded Programs

Since a tool for verification of concurrent systems exists (SPIN) but it is
able to work with formally defined models only, a tool creating these models
from existing source code has been developed, allowing SPIN to be used for
verification of Java concurrent programs.
The tested Java program may contain assertions which are translated to the
corresponding assertions in the Promela language. The SPIN model checker
then checks for any violation of the specified assertions, and for deadlocks,
too. The assertions can also be expressed directly in the linear temporal
logic (LTL), as in the case of SPIN. In the former case, the tester can use
the Verify class and its static method assert(). The body of the method
is not translated to Promela (only its parameter – the tested condition) but
can be used during normal testing.
The process of translation from Java source code to Promela can be found in
[11] and will not be presented here due to its complexity. Java PathFinder
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supports just a subset of the Java language, however, this subset seems to
be a reasonable part of the whole language and the the other, unsupported,
part will unlikely be missed. The two parts are as follows:
Supported Features: Dynamic creation of objects with data and methods, class inheritance, threads, synchronization primitives for modeling monitors (the synchronized keyword and methods wait() and
notify()), exceptions, thread interrupts, assignment statements, conditional statements, loops, . . .
Unsupported Features: Packages, overloading, method overriding, recursion, strings, floating-point numbers, some threads operations like
suspend() and resume()3 , control statements like continue.
The arrays are not modeled as Java objects, they are translated to Promela
special arrays. Also, the predefined class library is not converted, only
the user’s source code. One assumption is made about the analyzed Java
program: It must have a finite and traceable state space.
The translator is implemented in Common Lisp. A part of the translator is
a parser of the Java language, written in MoscowML. The Promela language
had to be changed slightly in order to make the translation easier.

2.5.1

Usability

Java PathFinder has already proved its qualities. It has been used in NASA
to test real programs in the project of development of a new operating system
for the Deep-Space 1 spacecraft. Several errors were found, concerning timedependent behavior leading to a deadlock. However, Java PathFinder is no
longer being developed in the form it was presented here. The authors
decided to avoid translation to Promela which seems to be a difficult task
(and which can probably be never 100% completed) and the new version of
PathFinder works directly with bytecode. (See section 2.9.)

2.6

Bandera – Model-Checking Properties of Concurrent Java Software

Bandera is a set of tools for model-checking Java concurrent programs. It is
able to extract a finite-state model from a program source code, let the user
define desired properties that should be fulfilled, run a verifier, and finally
3

These operations have been deprecated since JDK 1.2.
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map the verifier’s output back to the source code if a violation of a defined
property is detected.
Bandera has been developed at University of Hawai’i and in the SAnToS
Laboratory of Kansas State University by a team of researchers and students
since 1998. A more detailed description can be found in [4] or [9] or in some
of many papers downloadable from http://bandera.projects.cis.ksu.edu/papers/index.shtml.
The Bandera tool set does not itself provide any verifier. Instead, it is able
to use a number of external verifiers: SPIN (see section 2.4), dSPIN, SMV,
SAL, or Java PathFinder 2 (see section 2.9).

2.6.1

Key Features

Property Specification using BSL
Properties to be checked are written in the Bandera Specification Language
– BSL. BSL is independent of the used verifier. It provides several special
purpose sublanguages that each targets different issues.
The assertion sublanguage provides a way to specify constraints on a program’s data that should hold when execution reaches a particular control
location. Assertions are defined using the @assert keyword placed in the
documentation comment before a method or a constructor. The position
where an assertion has to be checked is determined by another keyword:
PRE, POST, or a Java label placed inside the method’s code. What follows is
the name of the assertion and its definition – a boolean expression.
The predicate sublanguage provides support for specifying observable properties of control points and data. Predicates become basic propositions in
temporal specification (see below). There are several kinds of predicates:
expression predicates, invocation predicates, return predicates, and location
predicates. Again, they are defined in the documentation comment before a
class or a method, using the @observable keyword. Expression predicates
can only be defined before a class.
The temporal property sublanguage allows properties of five basic types to
be defined:
• universal – the argument must always be true;
• absence – the argument must never be true;
• existence – the argument must be true at some point of execution;
• response – a state/event must be followed by another state/event;
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• precedence – a state/event must occur before another state/event.
Pattern scopes may disable checking of the basic types of properties. The
following scopes exist: global, after, before, between, and after-until.
The object instance quantification facility allows temporal specifications to
be quantified over all objects of a particular class. The quantification mechanism does not require any back end verifier to be extended for this purpose.
Slicing
Slicing is a technique of state space reduction. Its input is a program P and
statements of interest C = {s1 , . . . , sk }. Its output is a reduced version of P
in which all statements not affecting the computation at the criterion statement C are removed. When checking a program P against a specification S,
slicing can remove all statements of P that do not affect the satisfaction of
S. Then, proving specification S on the reduced P is equivalent to proving
S on the original P .
The effectiveness of slicing varies depending on the structure of the program.
In some programs, slicing can remove entire threads and thus dramatically
reduce the state space. In other programs, the effect of slicing can be moderate.
Abstraction
Abstraction is another technique of model reduction. It can be used when
a certain specification to be checked does not depend on concrete values of
some data but instead depends on properties of those data. For example,
instead of checking the exact value of an int, we can check the property
{LessT hanZero, Zero, GreaterT hanZero} if the specification depends only
on the sign of the integer variable.
When abstraction is used, the source code is transformed into a specialized
version where all concrete operations and tests on the original objects are
replaced with abstract versions that manipulate tokens representing the abstract values. Some information is lost in this transformation and operations
and tests that relied on the lost information can no longer be determined
completely.
Back End & The BIR Language
The Bandera back end is a set of components that takes an already sliced
and abstracted program and generates a verifier-specific representation for a
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selected verifier. The components communicate through the Bandera Intermediate Representation language – BIR. So a program is always translated
to the BIR language first and subsequently to the language used by the
selected verifier4 . For example, in case of SPIN, the output language is
Promela.
BIR is a guarded command language for describing transition systems. Its
main purpose is to provide a simple interface for writing translators for
target verifiers. When a new verifier has to be supported by Bandera, all
what is needed is a translator from BIR to the input language of the new
verifier.
BIR contains higher-level constructs to facilitate modeling Java, such as
threads, Java-like locks, and heap allocation.

2.6.2

Usability

The Bandera tool set has been used in practice by researchers at NASA and
Honeywell Technology Center in conjunction with Java Path Finder 2 to
check properties of avionics software. It is a matured tool with componentbased structure which allows easy extension for various verifiers. It uses a
GUI to integrate all components together and thus facilitates the complex
process of software checking.
Using Bandera, however, requires previous knowledge of temporal logic, explicit state model-checking, and abstract interpretation. The authors admit
that a 2- or 3-week training in model-checking and abstraction is necessary.
Bandera can be therefore recommended to skilled and trained users only,
preferably with some scientific background in the above areas.

2.7

The Model Checker VeriSoft – Checking UNIX
Concurrent Systems

VeriSoft is a verification tool for systematic exploration of the state space
of systems composed of several concurrent processes executing arbitrary C
code. Therefore, there is a substantial difference between the model checker
SPIN presented in 2.4 and VeriSoft: SPIN needs a formal model of the
examined system written in a special language (Promela) while VeriSoft
operates with real source code of the verified system. A brief description of
the model checker VeriSoft and the algorithms it uses can be found in [6].
Every process of the concurrent system to be analyzed is mapped to a Unix
4

BIR is only overpassed in case of Java PathFinder 2 which works directly with bytecode.
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process. The execution of the system processes is controlled by an external
process, called the scheduler. By suspending and resuming a given process,
the scheduler is able to step through the state space (see section 2.7.1) of the
examined system. When a deadlock or an assertion violation is detected,
the program is stopped and the computation history is shown to the user.
VeriSoft also checks for divergences and livelocks. A divergence occurs when
a process does not attempt to execute any visible operation5 for more than
a given amount of time. A livelock occurs when a process has no enabled
transition6 during a sequence of more than a given number of successive
global states.

2.7.1

Description of a Concurrent System

The verified concurrent system is composed of a finite set P of processes
and a finite set O of communication objects. Each process P ∈ P executes
a sequence of operations – a sequential deterministic program. Processes
communicate with each other by performing operations on communication
objects. A communication object O ∈ O is defined by a pair (V, OP ), where
V is the domain of the object and OP is its set of operations.
Operations on communication objects are called visible while other operation
are by default invisible. The execution of a visible operation is blocking if it
cannot be completed. Invisible operations cannot block.
At any time, the system is said to be in a state. It is in a global state when
the next operation to be executed by every process in the system is a visible
operation. The initial state of the system is also considered to be global.
A process transition is a visible operation followed by a finite sequence of
invisible operations performed by a single process. A transition may be
disabled when the execution of its visible operation is blocking, otherwise it
is enabled. By completing a transition of a process from a global state s,
the system reaches a successor of s.
So the global state space of a concurrent system is seen by VeriSoft as a set
of global states plus a set of transitions between pairs of these global states
plus an initial global state.

2.7.2

State Space Exploration Techniques

The basic algorithm of state-space exploration is based on recursion. It
starts with the initial state and executes all enabled transitions leading from
it. The same algorithm repeats in each state found from the initial state.
5
6

See next section for explanation of this term.
This term is also explained later.
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The algorithm assumes that each state has a unique identifier and a unique
and manageable representation that can be stored to its data structures.
However, this assumption is not valid anymore when dealing with real programs because the values of all memory locations a process can read from
or write to are different if the same state is reached for the second time.
The basic algorithm uses the following data structures:
• A set of states whose successors are still unexplored.
• A hashtable of already visited states.
• Sets of enabled transitions, one set per state.
Because of the broken assumption stated above, so called stateless search
algorithm can replace the original one. The main difference is that the latter
one does not store any intermediate results to the memory. An unpleasant
result is that the algorithm may not terminate if the program contains cycles,
even if the set of global states is finite.
VeriSoft uses an enhanced version of the stateless search algorithm, employing so called sleep sets and persistent sets. They serve the following
purposes:
Sleep Set. A sleep set is associated with every global state. It contains
those transitions that are enabled but will not be explored from a given
state. Initially, this set (the sleep set of the initial state) is empty. If
a transition is executed, it is added to the sleep set of the state from
which it was executed so that it cannot be executed anymore if the
computation reaches the same state again. The target global state of
a transition t inherits the sleep set of the last explored state7 but only
those transition that are independent8 with t are kept in the set.
Persistent Set. A persistent set is also associated with every global state.
It is such a subset T of the set of all enabled transitions in a given
state s that all transitions not in T (and enabled in s or in a state
reachable from s through transitions not in T ) are independent with
all transitions in T .
The modified stateless search algorithm explores only those transitions in
every global state that are in its persistent set but not in its sleep set.
7

The state from which the transition leads.
Two transitions t1 and t2 are independent if they can neither disable nor enable each
other and when from a given global state s another global state s0 can be reached both
when t1 is executed first and then t2 or vice versa. – Enabled independent transitions are
commutative.
8
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Thanks to this technique, the run-time explosion of the original state-less
search is avoided and the number of transitions that have to be explored is
considerably reduced.

2.7.3

Usability

VeriSoft seems to be an efficient and powerful tool for verification of concurrent systems. Also, its sophisticated method of reduction of transitions to be
explored gives it additional value. Although the principles it is based on are
applicable anywhere, the tool itself is restricted to operate in Unix environment only (it works with processes of the operating system) and therefore
not usable for purposes of Java programs analysis and debugging.

2.8

An Executable Model of Java Programs – The
ExitBlock Algorithm

ExitBlock is an algorithm for finding errors in concurrent Java programs
resulting from unintended timing dependencies. The algorithm was invented
and implemented at MIT and its description can be found in [3] or, in
more detail, in [2]. ExitBlock enumerates all possible behaviors of a Java
multithreaded program for a given input. It does not need a separate model
or specification of the tested program or its source code, it does the testing
dynamically using information gathered while running the program.
ExitBlock is able to detect common timing-dependent errors, for example
errors that occur only in certain orderings of modules that are individually
correctly synchronized, or using a simple if statement instead of a while
cycle to test a condition variable. It also has an extended version that is
able to detect deadlocks in the program.
The implemented algorithm needs a special virtual machine in order to be
executed, conventional JVMs cannot be used. Such a JVM – the Rivet JVM
– was developed along with the tool at MIT.

2.8.1

Testing Criteria

ExitBlock requires that the tested program comply to the three following
testing criteria:
Mutual-Exclusion Locking Discipline. The discipline dictates that each
shared variable is associated with at least one mutual-exclusion lock
and that the lock(s) are always held whenever any thread accesses
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that variable. Since ExitBlock is not able to detect violations of this
discipline itself, it uses the Eraser algorithm [40], running in parallel,
to detect them.
Finalization. In Java, the finalize() methods can be run in any order
and at any time, depending on when the JVM schedules them to run.
The algorithm assumes that the finalizers do not influence the rest
of the program in the sense that neither assertions nor deadlocks can
result from different schedules of finalizers.
Terminating Threads. ExitBlock requires the tested program (and therefore every thread of the program) to have a defined endpoint. ExitBlock uses the depth-first search algorithm to enumerate all possible
schedules of the program. With a non-terminating thread, the algorithm would never reach a leaf in the tree of possible schedules and it
would not therefore inspect the rest of schedules but would stay locked
in a cycle forever.

2.8.2

The Basic Algorithm

The ExitBlock algorithm is based on the following idea: Let’s divide the
program into atomic blocks (based on synchronized blocks). Shared variables cannot be accesses outside these atomic blocks because the locking
discipline would be violated. Shared variables modified by a thread inside
of an atomic block cannot be accessed by other threads until the original
thread exits that atomic block. This means that enumerating possible orders
of atomic blocks of a program covers all possible behaviors of the program. So
the algorithm only needs to consider schedules at the level of atomic blocks,
not at the level of Java bytecode instructions.
All possible atomic blocks cannot be enumerated statically since their number is data-dependent. So it is necessary to run the program and enumerate
all possible schedules using the depth-first algorithm.
The algorithm first executes one complete schedule of the program. Then,
it goes back up from the end of the program to the end of the last atomic
block. Here, by choosing a different thread to run, the algorithm creates
a new branch of the schedule tree. The program is again executed until
completion. This process is systematically repeated. If there is no such
thread in a certain node of the tree that has not run yet from here, the
algorithm goes back up one atomic block (one level in the tree) and starts
to make new branches from here. The algorithm terminates if there is no
such thread in the initial state which means that all schedules have already
been inspected.
The algorithm needs to have guaranteed that it can back up the program to a
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previous state (before the current branch was executed), which is done using
checkpointing, and it must also be provided with the ability of deterministic
replay to ensure the program receives the same inputs as it is re-executed.
Both the checkpointing and the deterministic replay are provided by the
Rivet virtual machine.
An atomic block ends with a lock exit or the end of a thread and it begins
at the point where the last atomic block ends or at the beginning of a
thread. So non-synchronized code is grouped together with its following
synchronized code to form one atomic block. This produces as few atomic
blocks as possible and therefore the number of possible schedules is also
reduced. Nothing changes if there are nested synchronized blocks. The
borders of atomic blocks are still lock exits and thread births and deaths,
nothing more.
Every thread of the program is put in one of the three following sets:
Block Set. A thread is in a block set of a lock if it needs to acquire that
lock but the lock is held by another thread.
Delayed Thread Set. A set of threads not allowed to execute at a checkpoint in order for ExitBlock to schedule another thread. This set
contains threads already executed from that checkpoint. They are all
re-enabled (removed from this set) after the first atomic block of the
branch.
Enabled Set. All other threads are put in the enabled set.
These sets are attributed to every checkpoint in the program. When the
execution returns to a checkpoint, these sets must be restored. This avoids
the situation when a thread created after a checkpoint would be scheduled
when the execution gets back to that checkpoint, i.e. it would be scheduled
at a place and “time” where it “does not exist yet”.
If the currently running thread cannot obtain a lock, a new thread must
be scheduled instead. Since threads can switch on atomic block boundaries
only, the running thread and the current branch of the tree must be aborted,
the program must undo back to the end of the previous atomic block and
another thread must be scheduled instead. The original thread is placed in
the block set of the lock.
Calls to the wait() method of a lock are handled in the same way that
lock exits are – an atomic block is terminated. The thread calling wait()
is also removed from the set of enabled threads. On contrary, all threads
notified with a call to notifyAll() are put to the block set of the respective
lock because all notified threads must first obtain the lock in order to get
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schedulable. With notify(), the algorithm is the same but just one thread
can be woken up. Since it is a nondeterministic behavior, a new branch
must be created for every possibly woken-up thread. Because a different
thread must be notified in every branch, another thread set exists: the No
Notify Set. It contains threads already notified in a branch that cannot
be notified again.
In this basic version of the algorithm, the number of schedules that must be
explored grows exponentially in both the number of threads and the number
of locks used by each thread.

2.8.3

ExitBlock-RW

The ExitBlock-RW algorithm is a modification of the basic ExitBlock algorithm enabling some schedules to be omitted during the program verification.
If two atomic blocks have no data dependencies between them, then the order of their execution with respect to each other has no effect on whether
an assertion is violated or not. The ExitBlock-RW uses data-dependency
analysis to prune the tree of explored schedules.
While executing an atomic block, all reads and writes are recorded. Instead
of delaying the current thread, a set of delayed threads is kept along with
the reads and writes that were executed in the atomic block. Only those
threads from the delayed set are re-enabled after the next atomic block,
whose reads and writes intersect with the currently running thread’s reads
and writes.
Two sets of reads and writes (r1 , w1 ) and (r2 , w2 ) interact if and only if
(w1 ∩ w2 6= ∅) ∨ (r1 ∩ w2 6= ∅) ∨ (w1 ∩ r2 6= ∅).
The number of schedules that must be explored in this version of ExitBlock
is polynomial in the number of locks and still exponential in the number of
threads.

2.8.4

ExitBlock-DD

In general, two kinds of deadlock can be distinguished in concurrent Java
programs according to the authors of ExitBlock:
Lock-Cycle Deadlocks involve two or more threads blocked only on locks,
i.e. blocked when they attempt to enter a synchronized block.
Condition Deadlocks involve two or more threads that are blocked inside
a synchronized block on wait(), i.e. after they have found that a
guarding condition does not hold.
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As for the former kind of deadlock, the algorithm must keep track of threadlock cycles since at least two locks and two threads must be involved in
a deadlock. If a lock cannot be acquired by a thread, the algorithm uses
so-called reverse lock chain analysis. If the current thread cannot obtain a
lock and it is possible to follow a cycle of owner and lock relationships back
to the current thread, then a lock-cycle deadlock is detected.
To detect the latter kind of deadlock is much easier and straightforward. A
condition deadlock occurs when the algorithm runs out of enabled threads,
i.e. the Enabled Set is empty at a certain checkpoint. A deadlock cannot be
reported if there are delayed threads that cannot be scheduled due to the
used algorithm but would be runnable in reality.

2.8.5

Usability

The ExitBlock algorithm and its implementation is targeted directly to the
Java platform. It is able to detect timing dependencies errors and deadlocks.
Moreover, it uses Eraser to detect race conditions resulting from improper
(unused) synchronization. The main advantage of ExitBlock usage is its
ability to test all possible schedules for given input data in one run and the
fact that it needs no formal model but uses a real program compiled to Java
bytecode.
On the other hand, a special virtual machine – Rivet – must be used. Also,
ExitBlock is not usable for reactive processes, infinite from their nature, due
to the requirement for terminating threads.

2.9

Java PathFinder 2 – Executable Models of the
Java Virtual Machine

Java PathFinder 2 is an explicit-state model checker for programs written in
Java. It is itself written in Java and contains a special-purpose Java virtual
machine MC-JVM. It brief description can be found in [1]. JPF2 works
directly with Java bytecode, not with source code, as its predecessor.
Currently, it can only check deadlocks and invariants. An invariant is specified as a Java method that returns a boolean value. Both the invariant and
the program to be checked are converted into bytecode and given as input
to the model checker. The checker consists of two parts: the MC-JVM that
executes the bytecode and the depth-first search algorithm that does the
traversal of the state-space graph of the program. The algorithm can tell
the MC-JVM to:
• move forward one step,
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• move backward one step,
• evaluate the current invariant.
The MC-JVM keeps track of visited states, also the current path of states is
stored on the stack which allows easy backtracking. The output of the model
checker is whether or not the invariant holds or the program is deadlock-free.
If a deadlock is found, a counterexample is provided which can be fed back
to the MC-JVM in a simulation mode in order to recreate the error.
The most important features of Java PathFinder 2 are as follows:
Canonical Heap Representation. Regardless of the order of instructions,
dynamic and static memory is always allocated in the same memory
locations as they were allocated in a previous run. This reduces the
size of the state space.
Garbage Collection. The MC-JVM has its own garbage collection scheme
to prevent the state space from growing indefinitely.
Nondeterminism. The MC-JVM supports nondeterminism by trapping
calls to Verify.Random(int) and Verify.RandomBool().
Atomicity. The level of atomicity can be set to one bytecode instruction,
to one Java instruction, to one line of Java code, or to independent
Java blocks9 .
Structured State. Each state of the program can be highly structured,
since it consists of a number of different Java objects.

2.9.1

Abstraction

A so-called abstraction is provided by PathFinder which converts a Java
program to an abstract program with respect to user-specified abstraction
criteria. The user can specify abstractions by removing variables or adding
new variables to the abstract program. The new variables typically depend
on the already existing variables that can (but need not) be removed. The
inter-class abstraction is also possible. In such case, a new abstract variable
depends on “old” variables from several classes.
Abstraction can be applied to components of the whole program only, if it
is too complicated to apply abstraction globally.
9

Two blocks of code are independent if they can be executed concurrently.
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Static Analysis

Java PathFinder uses static analysis to compute information to perform
partial order reduction during model checking. The static analyzer uses
program dependencies to identify safe program blocks. A safe block is a
block of consecutive Java statements that can be executed by the virtual
machine without worrying about interleaving, e.g. a sequence of statements
using only local variables.
Java PathFinder uses static analysis to alleviate the state explosion problem
during model checking.

2.9.3

Runtime Analysis

Runtime analysis is based on the idea of executing the program just once to
extract various kinds of information. This information can be used to predict
whether other different execution traces may violate some properties of our
interest. The algorithm is able to detect even those violations that did not
happen during the one run of the program but would potentially happen in
another run with different schedule. However, it is not guaranteed that all
violations are found and it is not guaranteed that all found violations are
not false.
An example of runtime analysis is the data race detection algorithm Eraser,
implemented in PathFinder. Or the locking order analysis, looking for potential deadlocks.
Runtime analysis can be used in two modes. First, it can be used stand-alone
in simulation mode. Second, runtime analysis can be used to guide the model
checker. PathFinder can generate a so-called race window consisting of the
threads involved in a race condition. The model checker is then launched,
focusing only on the race window by forcing the scheduler always to pick
threads in the window before other threads. In addition, the window can
be extended with threads that write to objects read by the threads in the
original window.

2.9.4

Usability

Java PathFinder 2 is intensively used in NASA. It is an efficient tool for
finding deadlocks and race conditions. Its plus is that it works directly with
Java bytecode. Its qualities can be proved by the fact that it was used
to detect a deadlock in software called the Remote Agent in 1999, when
it deadlocked in space in the middle of operation. A little disadvantage is
that false violations can be reported and, on the other hand, not all real
violations are guaranteed to be discovered.

Chapter 3

State-Space Model of
Concurrent Java Programs
The Java language supports multithreading from its nature, therefore all
Java programs use the same language elements and patterns. There are no
additional libraries, no API functions of an operating system, just an exactly
defined set of keywords, standard classes and their methods.
This allows a definition of a model of concurrent Java programs, analyze
source code of any program and observe how the program behaves when
mapped to the model. The model itself and its practical usage for purposes
of program testing and run-time analysis are described in the following sections.

3.1

Basic Entities of a Concurrent Java Program

If a typical Java concurrent program is analyzed, the following basic types
of entities can be found:
Threads. A dynamic set of runnable objects. Every thread has its own
local data set, e.g. thread attributes, thread methods’ local variables,
own stack, etc.
Monitors. A dynamic set of objects holding global data that threads use
for mutual communication. Methods manipulating with a monitor’s
data must necessarily be synchronized. Threads keep references to
monitors whose data have to be shared among them.
Note that improperly synchronized variables should be completely excluded
from the model. These are variables that are shared but access to them
35
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(both reading and writing) is not synchronized at all or only partially (at
some places), e.g. writing is synchronized while reading is not. According to
the Java virtual machine specification [29], the Java platform is not obliged
to update the master copy in the main memory of those variables whose
writing is not synchronized and it is not obliged to fetch the current value
from the main memory of those variables whose reading is not synchronized.
Therefore, in further reasoning, it will be assumed that all accesses to shared
variables obey the proper mutual-exclusion locking discipline.
Two types of operations can be distinguished in a thread’s code:
Local Computing. A sequence of operations not manipulating with global
data, only with the thread’s local data.
A Call to a Monitor Method. A sequence of operations manipulating
both with a monitor’s (i.e. global) data and the thread’s local data.
However, the modification of the calling thread’s local data has no
effect on our model. A possible result returned from the method can
be stored to a local variable.
This category also includes synchronized blocks that are part of an
unsynchronized method or even a synchronized block inside another
synchronized block.
A thread’s code can be thought of as a sequence of “local computing” blocks
where there is no interaction with the thread’s surrounding environment,
delimited by calls to monitor methods – an interaction with the thread’s
environment1 . Monitor method calls are possibly blocking, i.e. threads may
get suspended inside a monitor method and woken up later or while entering
a synchronized block if its lock cannot be acquired at the moment. They
can also return a value that can be stored into a local variable. A thread’s
life is thus as follows:
Thread born
Local computing
A call to a monitor method
Local computing
A call to a monitor method
. . .
Thread dead

To explain the state-space model used as a conceptual framework for the
presented method of Java program testing by simulation, the following set
of assumptions will be used:
1

A similar concept is used in the VeriSoft checker [6] which defines visible and invisible
operations. Visible operations are performed on shared communication object, all other
operations are invisible. Execution of a visible operation may be blocking. See section
2.7.1 for more information.
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• The set of monitors used for computation is static, the cardinality of
the set is m, no monitor service uses another monitor’s services (a
monitor cannot reference another monitor).
• The set of threads used for computation is static as well, the dimension
of the set is n.
• Monitors are “passive”, i.e. they are not implemented using “internal”
threads.
• All monitor methods are synchronized.
In fact, these assumptions are not substantial for the presented method
implementation, they only simplify the state-space model explanation and
must be ignored later when real concurrent programs are debugged and
analyzed. The model description is ready to be introduced now.

3.2

The State Space

A monitor is in a consistent state when no thread is currently executing
its code, that is:
• when no thread is currently running inside its methods, and
• when zero or more threads are suspended inside one of its methods
using wait(), when the monitor’s lock is free.
Every consistent state of any monitor can be identified using the following
description:
monitor id = {monitor class name, monitor instance num}
monitor state attr = set of monitor data values
monitor entry = {monitor id, method name}
monitor state = {monitor id, monitor state attr}
monitor state id

:

monitor state → integer

Here it is assumed that every monitor object has its own integer ID –
monitor instance num – that is unique within its class, so monitor identification is done by a number instead of (or moreover to) its program name
which can be different in different threads. Alternatively, the ID could be
replaced with a reference to the monitor itself, which is also unique.
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Similarly to monitor consistent states, thread consistent states can be defined.
A thread is in a consistent state when:
• it has been born, but its start() method has not been invoked yet, or
• it reaches the beginning of a synchronized block of code, or
• it reaches the end of a synchronized block of code, or
• it becomes non-runnable after invoking wait(), sleep(), etc., or
• it has died already but its data are still valid.
As for the second case, two possibilities can occur:
• the state is “tangible”, i.e. the thread “blocks” on a synchronized code
boundary, or
• the state is “volatile”, i.e. the thread continues its execution without
blocking.
Every consistent state of a Java thread can be then described as follows:
thread id = {thread class name, thread instance num}
thread state pos = born | con state2 | . . . | con stateCi −1 | dead
thread state attr = set of thread local data values
thread state = {thread id, thread state pos, thread state attr}

Uniform Naming and Indexing Conventions: In the rest of the chapter, the following conventions will be used:

n . . . number of threads
m . . . number of monitors
i . . . thread index, i = 1..n
ti . . . ith thread
Ci . . . number of consistent states of ith thread
cij
Pi,cij

. . . j th consistent state of ith thread, j = 1..Ci
. . . number of possible transitions of ith thread
being in consistent state cij
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nr . . . number of runnable threads, nr ≤ n

Sαβ...ω . . . global consistent state composed of states
α = c1a , β = c2b , . . . , ω = cnz
Now let us proceed to a description of a discrete state space of a concurrent
Java program computation, also called the global state space:
• Every thread has its own coordinate axis within the space, so the statespace dimension equals to n.
• Every discrete state-space coordinate axis has a limited number of
points (nodes), that correspond to the thread consistent state identifiers thread state pos.
• State space then can be viewed as a bounded regular grid of nodes
within an n-dimensional space.
• State of the computation can be defined as a point (node) within the
grid, i.e. as an ordered set of single thread state identifiers.
• A transition is a thread activity between two consequent consistent
states. During a transition, a thread can execute either its own “local”
code or monitor code. Due to the fact that a transition means a single
thread activity, only one state-space coordinate value changes with
this transition.
• Control flow of the computation can be modeled as an oriented graph
whose nodes are all the points of the grid. From every node
n
X

Pi,cij

i=1

possible transitions lead to other nodes. Here n is the total number of
threads (and therefore the dimension of the state space and the number
of axis of the grid) and Pi,cij is the number of possible transitions of a
given thread i from its current j th consistent state cij to its neighboring
consistent states – see section 3.4.1. This is usually greater than one
due to program branches, cycles, etc. This will be discussed in more
detail in section 3.4.
• Path of computation is a sequence of transitions that an instance of
computation passes through the control-flow graph of computation.
For a concurrent Java program executed by the JVM, the following behavior
of computation can be observed:
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• The program can hardly reach a consistent state as defined above. If
a snapshot of the program’s execution had been taken at an arbitrary
point, it would not have probably resided in any node of the statespace grid because the coordinate values of all axis would correspond
neither to thread nor to monitor consistent states. So, during a real
JVM execution, a value say c1j at axis 1 means that thread t1 either
resides in its consistent state identified as c1j or has passed the state
and has not reached a next consistent state yet, i.e. it is executing a
transition.
• So in every state of concurrent computation several transitions “have
fired” (runnable threads computation) and it is generally impossible
– due to the data dependency and due to an unpredictable speed of
a thread computation caused by the nondeterministic JVM scheduler
and the environment outside the JVM – to predict which thread will
be “the winner of the race”, i.e. which state of computation will follow.
Moreover it gives no great sense to stop the computation in a state
that is not consistent.
• As a known consequence follows that the path of computation is quite
nondeterministic. It causes majority of known troubles with concurrent programs testing and debugging.

3.3

Serialization of Concurrent Java Programs

Serialization of a concurrent Java program is a method of execution that
executes only one thread at a given time, stops execution in every consistent
state, and allows arbitrary selection of the next thread to run in every such
state while respecting all rules of original Java program scheduling.2
It has to be declared clearly here that this concept has nothing to do with
serialization as it is normally understood in the Java world, i.e. with storing objects as sequences of bytes to achieve their persistency. Also, it has
nothing to do with the java.io.Serializable interface.
The main idea is to choose, in a defined3 manner, for every node of the above
defined state space of concurrent computation only one thread from the set
of runnable threads to perform its transition upon request. The method
of serialization is able to stop a concurrent computation in every consistent
state and to let the program be examined without affecting the computation
in any way. These are two points from the requirements stated in section
1.2.
2

mainly thread states, priorities, and locking discipline
The choice can (but need not) be deterministic. It can be also random or pseudorandom.
3
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The resulting path of computation will be one of possible computation paths,
therefore it will reflect a possible real execution of the program. The basic
idea of the proof of this claim is stated in [3] and it is as follows:
Shared variables cannot be accessed outside of synchronized blocks (if the
program follows the locking discipline, as stated in 3.1) and therefore a thread
cannot influence another thread’s behavior during its local computing block,
only inside a monitor method. Therefore, enumerating all possible orders of
all monitor procedures results in enumerating all possible behaviors of the
program. It is not then necessary to order the local computation blocks,
because:
1. A local computation block of a thread has no influence on another
thread’s behavior, and
2. The order of local computation blocks, i.e. the order of transitions
in the state-space graph, is fully determined by the order of monitor
procedures, i.e. the order of global consistent states in the state-space
graph, that they lead to.
An implementation of the serialization idea should bring the following important consequences:
• The computation can be stopped in every node of its state-space and
a runnable thread to perform a transition can be chosen.
• When the computation has stopped in a node, the corresponding state
of computation is consistent, i.e. all monitors and all threads reside
within their consistent states, which means that these states can be
observed and analyzed.
• The path of computation can be made deterministic, i.e. every possible
path through the control-flow graph of computation can be chosen
either automatically, i.e. according a rule, or manually.
• A possibility how to construct the computation path automatically
is to use discrete model time concept for transition ordering. This
possibility will be discussed in chapter 5.
• The properties of reactive systems4 assure that the state-space graph
can be explored repeatedly. Therefore, not just one straight path
through the graph, from the initial consistent state to the terminal
one, but a possibly infinitely long path will be taken during execution.
This should assure a reasonable coverage of the state space because of
4

Mainly the facts that they never terminate and their threads are periodic.
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random (or pseudo-random) selection of the next thread in every node
of the state-space grid. The larger (more complete) the coverage, the
bigger the chance that all possible paths of program execution have
been tested.

3.4

Walking through the State Space

In this section, it will be shown why a global consistent state does not
have exactly n neighboring states, as one would think. Actually, if the final
consistent states symbolizing that a thread is dead are omitted, the number
of neighboring states can vary from n in the simplest case to
n
X

(Ci − 1)

i=1

in the most complicated case. Ci denotes the number of all consistent states
of the ith thread. This number is decremented by one because no thread
can return to its initial state which corresponds to the thread’s creation.
Therefore, one can state that the following expression
n≤

n
X

Pi,cij ≤

i=1

n
X

(Ci − 1)

i=1

holds in any of the global consistent states except for all global states composed from at least one final state when at least one thread is dead already.
cij is the current consistent state of ith thread that depends on i and on the
current position in the global state-space graph.
Just note that the above expressions do not take into account thread states.
In other words, these expressions describe static properties of the program.
The actual number of possible consistent states that can be reached from
the current consistent state will vary from one5 to
nr
X

Pi,cij

i=1

where nr is the current number of runnable threads. Also note that C was
replaced by P since P describes the actual number of possible subsequent
consistent states of a thread being in one of its consistent states while C
simply denotes all consistent states of a thread.
5

Let’s assume that there is at least one runnable thread in the program.
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And it is obvious that
nr
X
i=1

Pi,cij ≤

n
X

Pi,cij

i=1

just because nr is always less or equal to n and Pi,cij is a constant for a
given i and its given thread state cij because it is a static property that can
be determined even from the source code.

3.4.1

The Relation of Neighborhood

It can be found from the above statements that the definition of the term
“neighbor state” is not a trivial task. It will be defined as follows:
Let t1 be a thread in a consistent state c1x . A consistent state c1y of the
same thread t1 is a neighbor state of the consistent state c1x if such an
execution of the thread t1 ’s code exists which leads from c1x to c1y and this
execution does not contain any t1 ’s consistent state c1z , c1z 6= c1y .
As for the global consistent states, the definition of the neighborhood relation may look like this:
Let S1 be a global consistent state. Then S2 is a neighbor of S1 if there
exists a thread t such that the sub-state of S2 with regard to t is a neighbor
of the sub-state of S1 with regard to t in t’s code.
In the following paragraphs, a few examples of the neighborhood relation
together with examples of the corresponding Java source code will be given
in order to illustrate some possibilities how the computation path can be
constructed. This list is not complete, any other possible configuration can
exist. Moreover, these possibilities can be combined, i.e. a diagram from the
following sections can be put at an arbitrary place (between two consequent
nodes) of another diagram and the result will be a valid state-space model
diagram of a part of code. Each diagram describes a part of one axis of the
state space.

3.4.2

Examples of Neighbor Consistent States

Simple Linear Neighborhood. This is the simplest case of consistent
states neighborhood. A consistent state just follows another one in
the oriented graph.
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The corresponding Java source code would look like this:
Transition
Consistent state 1
Transition
Consistent state 2
Transition

Conditional Neighborhood. Since the computation path of (almost) every program is data-dependent, a consistent state can be entered when
a condition holds and avoided otherwise.

An example of Java source code:
Transition
Consistent state 1
if (condition statement) {
Transition
Consistent state 2 }
Transition
Consistent state 3

One-of-N Choice Neighborhood. A more general case of the previous
one is when one (or none) of N consistent states can be chosen to
be entered. This can be accomplished by a switch statement with
different consistent states in some branches.

An example of Java source code:
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Transition
Consistent state 1
switch (expression) {
case C1: T; CS 2; T; break;
case C2: T; CS 3; T; break;
. . .
case C3: T; CS 4; T; break; }
Consistent state 5
Transition

Cyclic Neighborhood. If several consistent states are placed inside a cycle, they can be repeatedly entered in the same order.

In Java, it would be expressed like this:
Transition
do {
Consistent state 1
Transition
Consistent state 2
Transition
Consistent state 3
Transition
} while (condition)
Transition

One-State Cyclic Neighborhood. A consistent state can also be neighbor of itself, if it is placed inside a cycle. This is a special case of the
previous one, when just one consistent state can be reached inside the
cycle.

Transition
do {
Consistent state 1
Transition
} while (condition)
Transition
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One-of-N Choice Cyclic Neighborhood. If one-of-N and cyclic neighborhoods are merged together, i.e. a switch statement is placed inside
a cycle, one will get the following situation:

It is obvious how the corresponding Java source code will look like –
inside a cycle there will be a switch statement with consistent states in
some branches and some other consistent states will be placed outside
the switch block but inside the cycle.
All-to-All Neighborhood. If all the consistent states located in branches
of the switch block are kept but the consistent states outside of it
(and inside the cycle) are removed, the situation will look like in the
following figure:

Because the cycle can be repeated at least twice, any of the states
in question can follow after any other, the selection of transition depends only on the expression used it the header of switch and on the
condition in the cycle’s header.
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An Example: The Producer-Consumer Problem

Let’s take a real example of a concurrent program now and show how its
state-space model, created according to the previous sections, will look like.
The example is a classic producer-consumer problem, realized in Java. Two
threads – a producer and a consumer – share a monitor which has a limited
amount of memory (let’s say an array of integers of length SIZE) for storing
data exchanged between the producer and the consumer. The threads do not
access this memory directly but use synchronized methods of the monitor.
The producer repeatedly invokes the monitor’s void write(int) method
which inserts an integer to the shared array. However, if the whole capacity
of the array is already used, the producer will get suspended inside the
write() method using wait() until the consumer frees at least one slot of
the array. On the other hand, the producer must assume that the consumer
may also be suspended (if the array is empty) and, therefore, it must activate
the consumer in the case when the number of occupied slots of the array
changes from 0 to 1. Since there is always just one waiting thread in this case,
the producer calls the notify() method of the monitor. So the producer
program may look like this:
public void run() {
int randomNumber;
while (true) {
randomNumber = (int) Math.rint(100.0 * Math.random());
resource.write(randomNumber);
}} // run

The consumer repeatedly invokes the monitor’s read() method which takes
out an integer from the shared array and returns it to the consumer. Again,
the consumer will get suspended if it cannot read from the shared memory,
i.e. when all the slots of the array are free. The consumer stays suspended
until the producer writes at least one integer into the array. The consumer
must also assume that the producer may have been suspended and it must
try to reactivate the producer using notify() when the number of occupied
slots goes from SIZE to SIZE − 1. The consumer’s code is as follows:
public void run() {
int number;
while (true)
number = resource.read();
} // run

The state spaces of both threads are almost identical. They have five consistent states each: one initial state, one terminal state, one state for entering
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the respective monitor method, one state for leaving the method and one
state for suspension inside the monitor methods by wait(). The two state
spaces are depicted in figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1: State-Space Model of the Producer

Figure 3.2: State-Space Model of the Consumer

Let us also assume that the activation signals are sent only when it is necessary6 , therefore the threads will not enter the state “Queue empty” or
“Queue full” as soon as they leave it. This would happen if an extra signal
was sent to a thread without any change of the monitor’s data.
6

This condition is fulfilled by the presented source code.
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Obviously, the state-space graphs of both threads cannot be constructed
without knowing what synchronized methods they invoke and what happens
inside them. The two monitor methods are implemented as shown in the
following source code listings. Each of them generates three consistent states
for its caller. First, the read() method called by the consumer:
public synchronized int read() {
int returnValue;
try {
while (occupiedPositions < 1)
wait(); // Suspend consumer
returnValue = intArray[nextReadingFrom];
occupiedPositions--;
nextReadingFrom = (nextReadingFrom + 1) % SIZE;
if (occupiedPositions == (SIZE-1))
notify(); // Wake up producer
return returnValue;
} // try
catch (InterruptedException e)
{ return -1; }
} // read

Then the write() method, called by the producer:
public synchronized void write(int value) {
try {
while (occupiedPositions >= SIZE)
wait(); // Suspend producer
intArray[nextWritingTo] = value;
occupiedPositions++;
nextWritingTo = (nextWritingTo + 1) % SIZE;
if (occupiedPositions == 1)
notify(); // Wake up consumer
} // try
catch (InterruptedException e)
{ System.err.println("Producer interrupted!"); }
} // write

Now let us finally proceed with construction of the global state-space model
of the whole program. It can be constructed by using superposition of
the two independent models, i.e. every consistent state of the producer is
paired with every consistent state of the consumer which results in a 2dimensional grid of global consistent states of the whole program shown
in figure 3.3. Actually, the grid should be 3-dimensional but let’s ignore
the main thread that just creates and starts the producer and consumer
threads and dies afterwards. The real model would not have 25 but 50 states,
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which could be imagined as two grids from image 3.3 put one above the
other, whose corresponding nodes are connected with an arrow (a transition
between consistent states).

Figure 3.3: State-Space Model of the Producer-Consumer Program
The model has 25 (5 × 5) consistent states, some of which are not reachable.
The x-axis with i = 1 belongs to the producer thread, the y-axis with i = 2
to the consumer thread. An unreachable state or a non-attainable transition
is red-crossed. Note that it would be extremely hard or even impossible
to detect unreachable states and non-attainable transitions. In this case,
they are marked thanks to the fact that the threads’ behaviors and their
relationship can be exactly determined from the code shown above and from
the informal description of the algorithm.
The serialized producer-consumer program starts computation in the upper
left global consistent state S11 with meaning “no thread has run yet”. Any
of the two threads can be then chosen to run, therefore two other states are
possibly following the first one. In a different consistent state, more than
two other states can be reached, which reflects data dependencies in the
program (random numbers and the state of the shared array).
A state is unreachable if there exists no realizable transition leading to it.
For example, the fourth-from-top and first-from-left global state S14 is not
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reachable because both transitions leading to it are non-attainable. The
first one would correspond to the situation when the consumer successfully
completed reading but the producer had not run yet, therefore the shared
array had to be empty. That is an obvious nonsense. The second transition
would correspond to the situation when the blocked consumer was reactivated and successfully completed reading from the empty array. This is also
a nonsense, because it would have to be reactivated by the producer which
had not run yet.
If a consistent state is unreachable, all transitions leading from it are nonattainable.
Since neither the producer nor the consumer terminates, all global states
consisting from at least one local terminal state are unreachable. These are
all states S∗5 at the bottom of the graph, where the consumer has terminated, and all states S5∗ on the right side of the graph where the producer
has terminated already.
The global state S33 might seem to be reachable by mistake only because
it corresponds to the situation where the producer is suspended in wait()
because the shared array is full and, at the same time, where the consumer is
suspended in wait() because the shared array is empty. Actually, the state
S33 is reachable because “empty array” of “full array” are just subjective
perceptions of both threads. Even if the array cannot be empty and full at
the same time, the two threads may have this impression. The program can
get to the state S33 using the following computation path7 :
1. The producer is started and selected to run. The program moves from
S11 to S21 .
2. The consumer is started and selected to run. The program moves to
state S22 . Both threads are at the beginning of a synchronized method.
3. The consumer is selected to run again. Since the shared array is empty,
the consumer gets suspended inside read() and the program enters
state S23 .
4. Only the producer can be scheduled now. It can write to the array
without problems and the program gets to state S43 . Just before the
program gets to S43 , the producer notifies the suspended consumer
because the number of occupied positions has just changed from 0 to
1. Recall these two lines from write():
if (occupiedPositions == 1)
notify(); // Wake up consumer
7

But many other paths are also possible.
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Now both threads are runnable and both of them can be selected to
run. The consumer is still inside wait() but in runnable state and
trying to acquire the lock protecting the shared array.
5. The producer is selected now and the program passes again to state
S23 . Now if the producer is selected a sufficient number of times, the
program will go through states S43 and S23 repeatedly. After SIZE−1
loops, the shared array will get full and the producer will inevitably
get blocked inside write(). The program will therefore get to state
S33 . Such computation path is very little probable but possible.
6. The array is full now. The producer is in non-runnable state. The
consumer is in runnable state and it can be selected to run. This will
move the program to state S34 .

3.6

Utilization of the State-Space Model

It can be seen in the previous sections that construction of a program’s state
space is extremely difficult. First, all consistent states of all threads must
be enumerated. Then, an n-dimensional cuboid must be constructed from
individual axes. In real programs, the dimension of the cuboid changes
dynamically during program execution because new threads are created.
And it is almost impossible to decide whether a global consistent state is
reachable or not because a very detailed analysis of each thread’s source
code would be necessary. Moreover, the number of global consistent states
grows exponentially in the number of threads.
Almost all tools – mainly model checkers – described in chapter 2 work with
models of concurrent programs. They either read an already constructed
model8 or create – sometimes at runtime – a new model from source code
or byte code and use it9 . They all face the problem of state-space explosion
where the number of necessary traces to be explored grows exponentially in
number of different states (mainly theoretical model checkers) or in number
of different concurrency entities, like threads and locks in ExitBlock.
The tools may have some other limitations, like the fixed number of concurrent processes, the assumption of terminating threads, or a special virtual
machine for verification.
The proposed method, described mainly in chapters 5 and 6, avoids these
problems. It does not require the model to be constructed, neither before
the testing starts nor during the testing. The following rules hold during
execution:
8
9

LTSA and SPIN
Java PathFinder, VeriSoft, ExitBlock
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• All threads ti are registered. Their number n and the number of
runnable threads nr are known.
• The number of consistent states of an ith thread Ci is known. It can
be determined from program’s source code static analysis.
• When the program is in a global consistent state Sαβ...ω , the next global
consistent state is determined only by the next thread selected to run.
It means that only i, a thread number, will be selected automatically
or manually, not a specific transition. One of Pi,cij possible transitions
will be selected and performed automatically because the transition
selection, and therefore the next consistent state of the ith thread
and therefore the next global consistent state, depend on the selected
thread’s attribute values and input data.
Serialization allows to reach an arbitrary consistent state of a program if the
decision to reach it is made at the beginning of program execution. This
may not longer be possible if a particular state has been reached from which
a path does not lead to the desired state.
Whenever a global consistent state is reached, program execution can be
“frozen”. This allows the program to be analyzed without affecting it. All
data values reported at this point are mutually consistent because either
none or all changes of monitor data have been applied.
Serialization can be seen as a basic building block for methods of checking
multithreaded Java programs. Nothing has been said about how it should be
actually used, i.e. how the next thread to run should be selected, how tests
should be organized, and mainly how the desired behavior of multithreaded
programs can be achieved. This will be explained later in this work; chapter
5 will present an application of serialization onto Java reactive programs.
The presented state-space model is a theoretical background for the experimental testing method described in chapter 5. However, as stated above,
the testing method does not use the model fully to avoid problems known
from model checkers. As a result, not all incorrectness must always be found
but no false incorrectness can be reported. The state-space model had to
be introduced because it is a theoretical base for the testing method and it
is used by the tool presented in section 7.2.

Chapter 4

Applying the State-Space
Model to Real Java Source
Code
The last chapter explained the main principles of the state-space model of
Java concurrent programs, its construction from a set of consistent states,
and the main ideas of serialization of Java multithreaded programs.
Such abstract concepts may look to be quite far from the reality of actual
source code. This chapter aims to prove that this feeling is not true. The
chapter describes all multithreading-related concepts known from Java Virtual Machine Specification [29] and shows how they can be incorporated
into the state-space model. Moreover, the chapter enumerates all important
places in Java source code that normally influence program execution and
therefore must be taken into account when a serialized program is executed.

4.1

JVM-like Entities and Their Relationships

When looking at a Java multithreaded program from a point of view that
is closer rather to the level of the Java virtual machine than to the highabstraction level of Java source code, it can be found that some entities that
are not used or mentioned in the source code at all should also be taken into
account. These entities are as follows:
Threads. Here, the word “thread” has its proper meaning known from the
upper level, i.e. a thread is an instance of the class Thread (or its
subclass). A thread has a state which is one of the following: new,
runnable, not runnable, dead. A thread can be associated with one or
54
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more locks that it is currently holding.
Locks. Any object (instance of any class, this excludes primitive types) that
is used for synchronization in the source code. Actual Java objects are
used here, not just the invisible and inaccessible 1-bit value hidden
inside every object that is actually used for synchronization. At most
one thread can acquire one lock at a given time, but it can do it
recursively. Two operations are provided by locks that threads can
use: lock() and unlock(). The lock() operation assigns the lock
to the calling thread if the lock is not currently acquired by another
thread, otherwise the calling thread is blocked and put into the lock’s
delayed set of threads. The unlock() operation marks the lock free for
use by other threads if the delayed set is empty or (if it is not) takes
an arbitrary thread from that set and assigns the lock to it. Every
lock should also provide a method replacing the behavior of original
Java methods wait(), notify(), and notifyAll().
Wait Set. A set of threads associated with every lock. It stores threads
that have invoked the wait() method of the lock (every invocation
of wait() has its lock object, even if it is not explicitly stated in
the source code) and can be resumed later when the notify() or
notifyAll() method of the same lock is called.
Delayed Set. A set of threads associated with every lock. It stores threads
that have tried to enter a region of code synchronized with its respective lock when the lock was held by another thread. This set is
managed by the lock() and unlock() operations.
Join Set. A set of threads associated with every thread. Threads in the
set are temporarily suspended, until the owner of the given join set (a
thread) dies. Then, all threads from this set are resumed and excluded
from the set.
The locks are key elements in a Java concurrent program, since everything
(thread switching, suspension, reactivation, . . . ) depends on their state.
Let’s discuss the behavior of locks in more detail now. Every method in the
following list manipulates with the calling thread’s state and the lock’s wait
set and delayed set:
• lock() first tests if the owner of the lock is null. If it is, the lock is
marked as “acquired” and the calling thread can enter the protected
region of code that follows. The new owner must be stored. If the “old”
owner is not null, the calling thread is inserted to the delayed set and
suspended. It can be later reactivated by the unlock() function. The
wait set is not touched at all in the lock() function.
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If lock() is invoked recursively (i.e. one thread invokes the lock()
method of the same lock after invoking the same lock’s lock() method
without invoking unlock() in between them), the thread “may pass”
which means that it is neither suspended nor inserted to the delayed
set, although the lock owner is not null. A counter associated with
every lock must therefore exist, keeping information about the current
lock owner’s recursion level.
• unlock() relinquishes the lock and enables thus other threads to succeed during a call to lock(). The owner is set to null first. Then, if
the delayed set is not empty, an arbitrary thread is taken from there
and assigned to the lock as if it won the competition during the lock
acquisition. Others are left untouched. Different strategies of the
“winner” selection can be applied here but random choice is probably
the most adequate here. If the delayed set is empty, nothing happens,
the lock is ready to be assigned to any other thread.
All this is performed only if the recursion-level counter reaches zero.
Otherwise, the counter is decremented and the thread keeps the ownership of the lock.
• wait() is the lower-layer counterpart to the classic wait() method
used in Java source code. First, the calling thread must relinquish the
lock by setting its owner to null and the recursion level to zero. Then,
wait() suspends the calling thread and inserts it to the wait set of
the lock. The delayed set is not touched at all. The thread remains
suspended until the lock’s notify() or notifyAll() method is called,
or the thread’s interrupt() method. When one of these possibilities
happens, the thread is taken out of the wait set and it tries to get the
lock back by competing with other threads in the usual way. If it is
not successful, it stays blocked in wait(), being inserted in the delayed
set. When it finally succeeds, the recursion level must be restored and
the thread becomes the lock’s owner again.
wait() changes the calling thread’s state to not runnable.
• notify() selects an arbitrary thread from the wait set and reactivates
it. The thread then removes itself from the wait set and continues
running inside wait() where it got suspended before. As stated above,
it can get blocked again and be inserted to the lock’s delayed set during
locking which is mandatory. If the wait set is empty, nothing happens.
notify() changes a selected thread’s state to runnable. It does not
change the calling thread’s state at all.
• notifyAll() is identical with notify() except for one difference: All
threads from the wait set are reactivated, not just one. This means
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that all of them immediately start competing for the lock but at most
one of them can get it as soon as the caller exits the synchronized
block in which notifyAll() is placed. So most or all of them are
going to get blocked again during locking. However, they are going to
be inserted to a different set: to the delayed set instead of the wait
set.
notifyAll() changes state of the suspended threads to runnable but
does not change the caller’s state.

4.2

Entry Points to the JVM

Now when it should be understood what the model of a concurrent Java
program should deal with, points in Java source code where the program
interacts with the JVM scheduling mechanism can be presented. In order to
replace this default JVM mechanism with a serialized threading mechanism,
it is necessary to:
1. properly detect all such places in the program’s source code;
2. replace all found pieces of source code with a special-purpose library
code that implements the serialization method;
3. re-implement all functionality of the original JVM scheduler in the
aformentioned library to allow to monitor and control the program’s
behavior, but without negatively affecting the program with inappropriate changes of behavior that are not normally possible.
The interesting places in source code are discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1

Beginnings of Synchronized Blocks

The beginning of a synchronized block must be replaced with a call to the
lock() method of the lock used in the program. The lock can be either
explicitly denoted by the programmer (if it is a synchronized block inside
a method) or it the object whose synchronized method is called. In the
latter case, the synchronized keyword is a part of the method’s header.
In the case of a static method, the lock of the class must be used, e.g.
MyClass.class which is an instance of java.lang.Class.
If synchronized blocks are nested, lock() must be called for every block and
the lock object must be evaluated independently for every call.
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Ends of Synchronized Blocks

The end of a synchronized block must be replaced with a call to unlock()
of its respective block. The rules for finding the lock are the same as in
the case of synchronized blocks beginnings. It should be mentioned here
that in the case of synchronized methods, the opening and closing braces
are used both as the method’s delimiters and as the synchronized block’s
delimiters.
If synchronized blocks are nested, unlock() must also be called for every
block, with its corresponding lock object.

4.2.3

Calls to wait()

Any wait() invocation must be replaced with a call to the respective lock’s
wait() method, described in section 4.1. Again, it is necessary to find the
right lock object. It can be explicitly stated in the code (aLock.wait()) or
the rules mentioned above must be used.

4.2.4

Calls to notify() and notifyAll()

The notify() and notifyAll() methods must be mapped to the methods
notify() and notifyAll() of their respective lock, in the same manner
like in the case of wait(). Again, two possibilities exist: either it can be
explicitly stated in the source code or it must be found.

4.2.5

Calls to destroy()

There are two possibilities how this method could be re-implemented in the
model of the program:
1. The thread could be marked as “non-existing” and excluded from further scheduling. All the locks that it has currently acquired must
remain acquired, which will very likely produce a further failure in the
tested program. This scenario corresponds to the ideal situation in
which the destroy() method would be implemented according to its
specification.
2. According to the Java API documentation, this method is not implemented and a NoSuchMethodError is thrown out when this method
is invoked. Therefore, the program should throw the same exception.
Since this kind of exceptions is not usually handled, the running thread
(the thread calling destroy()) will very likely terminate its execution.
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All locks (should there be any locks owned by the thread) should be
freed then because this is the usual behavior when an exception is
thrown out from a synchronized region of code. This scenario corresponds to the actual behavior of the current Java virtual machines.

4.2.6

Priority Changes

As it is in the case of a real JVM, every thread must be assigned an integer
number that corresponds to its priority. The scheduling mechanism must
take into account these priorities. If there are more runnable threads at the
moment, the chosen thread will be that with higher priority, if the priorities
are not equal. If they are equal, other conditions will influence the choice.
setPriority() should be replaced with a function changing the calling
thread’s priority inside the model of the program, getPriority() with a
function returning it.

4.2.7

Calls to interrupt()

A flag must exist for every thread, saying whether the thread has been
interrupted or not. In a normal case, the replacement of the interrupt()
call only sets this flag to true. However, if the thread in question is in a
wait set of a lock, it must be resumed (as if the notify() function of its
current lock were invoked) and a new instance of InterruptedException
must be thrown out from the lock’s wait() method.

4.2.8

Calls to interrupted() and isInterrupted()

The replacements of both functions only return the flag of interruption for a
given thread. The only difference is that isInterrupted() must reset this
flag back to false while interrupted() must keep this value unchanged.

4.2.9

Calls to join()

In Java, a thread may temporarily suspend itself until another specified
thread dies (reaches the end of its run() method and changes its state to
dead ). All such threads are stored in the join set (see 4.1) of the given thread
and are blocked. When the given thread dies, all the threads from its join
set are resumed (their state is changed back to runnable) and are ready to
be scheduled from now on.
The replacement of join() should suspend the calling thread (if the other
thread has not died already) and put it to the join set of the called thread.
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The suspended thread should be resumed by the operation that executes at
the end of every thread’s life – see section 4.2.15.

4.2.10

Thread Suspensions and Resumes

Although these methods have been deprecated for several years, it is still
possible that they will be used, therefore, the simulator should be able to
handle them.
It would be quite a hard task to model the behavior of the real suspend()
method since the target thread can be suspended at any point of its code.
Fortunately, a profit can be made from the principles introduced in sections
3.2 and 3.4. When this method (or rather its replacement action of the simulator) is called, the target thread is always blocked inside another replaced
entry point. Therefore, it is enough to set the suspension flag to true and
the thread will be excluded from scheduling from now on until the replacement function of resume() is called, that changes this flag back to false.
During suspend(), the ownership of locks must remain.

4.2.11

Calls to stop()

This method is also marked as deprecated, although it can be used without
problems. Again, the target thread can be stopped at any point of its
code which would normally cause hard problems if needed to be properly
modeled. The same trick as in the case of the suspend() replacement can be
used again, but the flag must not be set to true since even a stopped thread
can execute. The ownership of all locks must be canceled. In addition, a new
ThreadDeath exception must be thrown out to truly simulate the original
behavior.

4.2.12

Calls to setDaemon()

Every thread must have a flag saying whether the thread is a daemon or not.
There are no differences when scheduling daemons, except for the situation
when there are no threads but daemons to be scheduled. In such a case, all
threads should terminate and the program should finish.
The replacement of setDaemon() should simply set the flag to true or
false.
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Sleeps

The sleep() method brings a need to introduce a concept of model time to
the testing method. As it will be shown in sections 5.5, 7.1 and 7.2, this is
not a problem.
The calling thread is temporarily suspended (its state is set to non-runnable)
and in every global state of the system (see 3.2), it must be checked whether
the specified amount of model time has elapsed. If it has, the state of the
thread is restored to runnable. It will usually happen that the calling thread
will sleep longer than it originally wanted because the model time of the next
consistent state cannot be predicted in any way and the thread cannot be
woken up sooner.
The same concept of model time must also be used when simulating timeconstrained method calls such as wait(time) or join(time).

4.2.14

Calls to yield()

Since it is not exactly specified how the yield() method should work, several
different approaches are possible:
1. The calling thread can be suspended (using an extra activity flag) for
the next step, i.e. until the system gets to the next global state.
2. The calling thread can be suspended until all other runnable threads
get a chance to run. This may be very unrealistic since some of them
may have a lower priority.
3. The calling thread can be suspended until all runnable threads with
priority higher than or equal to the priority of the calling thread get
a chance to run. Again, this approach is not much realistic.
4. yield() could be modeled as sleep() with a reasonable value of the
argument. The problem is to find the reasonable value. Also, the two
methods’ behavior differs in reality: sleep() turns the thread into
non-runnable state while yield() does not.
5. yield() could be ignored completely.

4.2.15

Thread Creations, Startups and Deaths

When simulating a concurrent Java program, all thread creations, startups,
and deaths must be monitored. Since the number of threads is dynamic,
the state space of a program is also dynamic, i.e. its dimension changes
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during execution. It is not enough to monitor just the startups and deaths,
since some methods of a thread can be invoked even before it is started, for
example the join(), stop(), suspend(), and interrupt() methods.
The act of a thread creation can be noticed inside its constructor. It would
also be possible to check for the new operator, however, there are many more
occurrences of new in the source code than occurrences of thread constructors (just one per a thread class, or a few if a constructor is overloaded).
The thread can be scheduled only if its start() method has already been
called. It is therefore necessary to intercept this call.
At the end of run(), when a thread dies, it reaches its last consistent state.
All threads from the dying thread’s join set must be resumed.
Since the main() function of the program is functionally equal to the run()
method of a thread, the same principles should be applied to its beginning
and end. This is not completely necessary if the main() method just creates
and starts other threads but does not influence the computation process.

4.3

Performing Behavior Changes

The first two tasks mentioned at the beginning of section 4.2 can be performed at the level of program source code by simple text substitutions.
The third task requires a library to be written that replaces a part of JVM
functionality in a manner that complies with the serialization principles.
As for the first two tasks, a tool able to perform such text substitutions
in Java source code exists: J-SourceMorph. It will be described in section
7.3. As for the last task, the required library implementing serialization
principles has also been developed. It is a part of the J-Sim simulation
library that will be presented in sections 7.1 and 7.2.
The position of a serialization library with respect to the JVM and the
checked program is shown in figure 4.1.
At the left is depicted the ususal situation when a program runs on top of the
JVM. On the right, a new layer – a serialization library – is inserted between
the program and the JVM. Some method calls1 are diverted to the library
which in turn internally uses (or is supposed to use) standard JVM services.
Redirection of the selected method calls is achieved by proper modification
of the checked program’s source code. The rest of program functionality
remains unchanged and uses standard JVM services as usual.

1

threading-related calls discussed in section 4.2
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Figure 4.1: A Serialization Library as a New Layer between the Program
and the JVM

Chapter 5

Reactive Java Programs &
The State-Space Model
This chapter presents a concrete method of utilization of the serialization
idea that is applied in the area of so-called reactive programs. In order
to be usable for checking of reactive systems, the original method must be
extended with addition concepts, also introduced in this chapter.

5.1

Reactive Systems

Reactive systems are systems that continuously interact with their environment and react upon events or data obtained from it. They usually consist
of a set of periodic tasks that run in a neverending loop. The classic scheme
where input data are supplied to the program when it starts and output data
are available when the program finishes does not work here. Instead, data
necessary for program control are obtained on-the-fly when they are needed.
Similarly, output data are also produced continuously as the program reacts
and attempts to influence its environment in a way corresponding to its
preprogrammed behavior.
As proposed in [27], reactive systems can be distinguished into two groups
by the way how their tasks are activated:
Time-Triggered Systems. Tasks in time-triggered systems are activated
depending upon computer time. For example, when a certain time
interval elapses, a task is given control. Behavior of such systems is
generally more predictable and dependable than in the case of eventtriggered systems. Usually, a task has a time period during which it
performs some computation.
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Event-Triggered Systems. A task in an event-triggered system is activated when an asynchronous event arrives to the system and must be
handled. Event-triggered systems are generally less predictable and
dependable because it is difficult to predict the times and the order of
arriving events.
It is assumed that reactive systems implemented in Java will typically consist of several threads executing in parallel within one Java application, i.e.
sharing common memory space. If the state-space model introduced in chapter 3 is applied to reactive Java programs, some interesting observations can
be made:
• Because all threads have periodic behavior and their state spaces are
thus cyclic, the global state-space graph of the program is also cyclic.
An example of such graph is the producer-consumer program’s graph
from chapter 3.1
• As a consequence, the computation path of the program is infinite and
cyclic. Therefore, there exists a set RS 2 of global consistent states that
can be repeatedly visited during the program’s serialized execution, no
matter in which of the states the program resides now. A set RT 3 of
corresponding possible transitions exists for this set of global consistent
states.
For the producer-consumer example from chapter 3, the set RS would
include states S22 , S23 , S24 , S32 , S33 , S34 , S42 , S43 , and S44 .
• Under standard conditions, the program will hardly pass through all
possible states from RS , executing all transitions from RT . Rather,
there will be an N-dimensional “strip”4 consisting of some of the states
from RS and their corresponding transitions from RT . Program execution will stay within this strip for most time under standard conditions
and the rest will remain unexplored.
Obviously, in such conditions, it is impossible to check the complete
behavior of the program because not all transitions are performed and
therefore not all possible orderings of code blocks are investigated and
checked for correct behavior.
On the other hand, passing through all states and transitions is not as
urgent as it seems at first sight. This is the main goal of model checkers. Here, the situation is a bit different. Even if the same transition
1

Although the producer-consumer program need not be a reactive system.
RS stands for “states that can be repeatedly visited”.
3
Accordingly to RS , RT stands for “transitions that can be repeatedly executed”.
4
Or, more precisely, a subgraph of the global graph whose set of vertices VS is a subset
of the original set V and whose set of edges ES is a subset of the original set E.
2
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is executed twice, it can behave in a different manner due to different
data of the program and different data obtained from the environment.
Under such conditions, it would be false to claim that a program has
been proven correct just because all possible transitions have been executed. Simply, expanding the set of executed transitions increases the
probability5 of a bug discovery but does not itself guarantee anything.
Yet another issue should be mentioned. Serialization of threads allows to
select an arbitrary computation path that can theoretically be used during
execution if all principles of Java scheduling are respected. However, to
make testing of reactive systems more automatic, there should be a way of
automatic path construction. Random or pseudo-random or manual selection does not actually lead to a realistic computation path. A solution to
this issue is presented in the next section.

5.2

Extending the State-Space Concept for Reactive Systems

It is therefore necessary to extend the original serialization method in such
a way that would:
• construct a realistic computation path that would correspond to real
operation mode; however, the path should not be static, it should
reflect the state of the environment in the sense that changes in the
outer environment possibly initiate behavior changes of the running
program which leads to a different computation path;
• allow this path to be intentionally “broken” or “disturbed” in order
to deviate the program flow from its usual path in order to maximize
the number of visited consistent states and performed transition, if
needed.6
This can be accomplished using the following principles:
• Instead of the real world, the program will communicate with its model,
responsible for providing reasonable input data and accepting output
data that should influence the model in the same way they influence
the real world.
5
6

which can hardly be expressed mathematically
This need is obvious, see section 5.1.
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• The model will be composed of active entities because model data must
be updated not only by the program but also by “their own will”. This
simulates real-world processes that are completely independent on the
program.
• The active model entities will execute using the concept discrete model
time known from the Simula language. Execution of all active model
entities will be ordered by the value of model time and interleaved in
a similar way that serialization interleaves threads of the program.
• The concept of discrete model time will be applied to the serialized
program as well. This will cause that every transition will be executed
at one discrete value of model time. Model time will be advanced
after every transition by a certain value. This value can (but need not
necessarily) be derived from the real time spent by a transition.
• Now when both the program and the model of the real world executes
using the discrete model time, their executions can be merged together
and interleaved using a common value of model time. This can be
accomplished by a shared calendar.
• The two parts can be connected via a model of the interface between
the computer/program and the rest of the world. The model of the
interface will assure that data produced by the program will be delivered to the model of the real world and, conversely, that data read by
the program will be taken from the model instead of the real world
itself.
Applying the above principles will lead to several consequences. First, the
checked program runs using its state space, as defined in chapter 3, and the
decision about the next transition is dependent on the data obtained from
the model of the real world so far. The obtained data cannot directly influence thread selection in a consistent state but it influences further decisions
in the executing code and, therefore, it also indirectly influences the next
consistent state.
Second, the model of the real world also runs in its state space that could
be defined in a similar way that the program’s state space was.7 The model
behavior is influenced by the data read from the checked program via the
common interface. So the checked program influences the model of the world
and vice versa.
7

Consistent states are replaced with reactivation points, selection is fully deterministic,
etc. See section 7.1 for introduction to discrete-time simulation.
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Third, thread selection in the program part can be made random, pseudorandom, or deterministic.8 The usage of pseudo-random selection9 together
with pseudo-random behavior of the model of the real world allows the program to go through the same computation path several times and therefore
to repeat results of the checking. This property of repeatability is of great
importance in some testing scenarios. However, pure random selection (with
a different seed used for every generator initialization) will be the best choice
in most cases.
Fourth, in every consistent state, computation can be stopped and the complete system – the checked program and the model of the real world – can
be analyzed. Both parts of the system are relevant for analysis.
In further section, the three main parts – the model of the checked program,
the model of the real world, and the common interface between them – will
be discussed in detail.

5.3

Model of the Common Control Interface

Similarly to reactive systems, their control interfaces can be roughly distinguished as follows:
Passive Interface. Data items of the interface are written or read periodically by the activity of the control program. It corresponds to
embedded control systems that are denoted as time-triggered [27].
Active Interface. A part of the interface serves as an interrupt controller
interface. When an interrupt occurs, i.e. when an event occurs within
the controlled object, its service routine (a part of the control program)
is activated to handle the event. It corresponds to embedded control
systems that are denoted as event-triggered.
The method described here can use both the models of passive or active
interface.
Two levels of abstraction of the control interface and their corresponding
Java language descriptions are distinguished:
Java interface. This model contains only method headers, no implementation. It means that it is not necessary to change the interface at
this level when passing from the model version to a real version of the
developed control program.
8

The last one is not much useful, though.
Pseudo-random behavior can be achieved by means of generators of random numbers
initialized with a fixed seed.
9
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Java class. A model of this level should implement the corresponding abstract interface. It means that within a process10 of an embedded
application development two implementations are needed – the first
aimed to be used as a part of the model used during checking and the
second aimed to be used with the real control program.
The relationship between the model-version and production-version control
interfaces is depicted in figure 5.1. Note that while the declaration part
(a Java interface) remains the same, its implementation (a Java class)
changes. However, the two different implementations are completely hidden
for the control program since it communicates via an object typed as an
interface. The only required change is the actual creation of the communication object where a different class (or constructor name) is used after
the new keyword.

Figure 5.1: The Differences between the Model Version and Production
Version Control Interfaces
The method described here can be straightforwardly extended for a distributed embedded application as well. Then it is necessary to use two
kinds of computer-environment interfaces – a control interface between a
computer node and its part of the controlled device as well as a network
10

The development process is the subject of chapter 6.
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interface, e.g. a serial bus interface. Clearly, then the model complexity will
arise rapidly, because the model should include all nodes of the distributed
system and a (sub)model of communication protocol as well [46].

5.4

Model of the Environment

The proposed method assumes that the model of the surrounding real world
is constructed on top of J-Sim using conventional methods of discrete-time
process-oriented simulation. Basically, the model will be a set of objects,
some of them are discrete-time simulation processes periodically updating
certain data. A process can periodically read a value from a data structure
that serves as the model of the computer-environment interface, to recompute state of the model using the read value and (optionally) to write a
result of computation into the object model of the control interface. In
reality, the data items of the computer-environment interface are usually
located in HW registers and accessed via Java Native Interface methods of
the control program that manipulate the data using low-level (e.g. assembly
language) commands. The tested application must replace these methods
with methods interacting with the model before the testing experiments are
started.
It is obvious that not the whole real world has to be modeled. The model
will include mainly the controlled devices and all natural phenomena that
influence their states. So the model will be referred to as the model of the
environment of the control program. The data implementing the model of
the environment are in discrete-time points read/modified by:
• Processes of the model of the controlled environment. These processes
usually implement both functional and dynamic properties of the environment.
• Processes modeling the functionality and dynamics of threads of the
control program.

5.5

Model of the Control Program’s Activity

As mentioned before, not the original application program, but its model,
produced by serialization combined with introduction of model time, is
checked by the presented method. The following list defines terms necessary
to understand the process of the control program’s model creation:
Control Program. The original program. The static view CPS of the
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control program is a constant set of classes, either threads or monitors,
i.e. “passive” objects with synchronized methods.
Process of Control Program Execution. It is the dynamic view CPD
of the control program, i.e. a set of instances of threads (subprocesses)
that are interacting using a set of monitors (shared objects). The
dimensions of both sets can change but let’s consider them constant
for simplicity.11
Process of a Thread Execution. It is an independent subprocess CPD Ti
of the CPD execution. It is described by the run() method that belongs to every thread class. The process of Java thread execution can
be (roughly) in a state from the following set:
Running. A thread is running or it is able to run immediately. When
running, it can be either within a part of local computation, i.e.
it operates with its own data only, or within a part of a monitor
method call 12 . Both cases of computation are considered to be
atomic in the sense that when started it has to be finished and
no other thread can influence correctness of the result and consistency of the used data items. A monitor method call can change
the calling thread’s state from running to delayed.
Delayed. A thread is delayed when it tries to enter a synchronized
block of code that is currently inaccessible due to its respective
lock’s state. The lock is owned by another thread and the thread
in question must be prevented from continuing. However, this
state is different from the state non-runnable because waiting on
locks implemented in Java is active, in contrast to some other
synchronization mechanisms using semaphores.
Non-Runnable. A non-runnable thread waits for an event or for the
end of a time interval, or both. Several reasons for a thread
to become non-runnable are recognized: waiting within a monitor method on wait() or wait(ms), waiting caused by Java
sleep(ms) method call, or waiting caused by join()/join(ms).
A Java thread is put to running or delayed state after the respective condition is fulfilled or the specified time elapses, whichever
occurs first.
11

This assumption “cuts off” the inherent indeterminism of dynamic behavior caused
by the garbage collector in Java. When e.g. RT-Java is used, the principles of the method
still hold for a changeable set of run-time objects.
12
It means that a local part finishes when a synchronized method is called. A synchronized method call is used whenever the thread needs to interact with its environment –
typically local parts of computation and monitors method calls are regularly altered.
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Java threading mechanism does not distinguish between the two first
states. They are both merged into one state, called runnable.
I/O Behavior. I/O behavior of the control program can be defined as a
sequence (possibly infinite) of events on the control interface caused
either by the control program activity or by the controlled environment. One event in the sequence is a change of the interface data item
including a “time stamp” of the change.
To proceed from the real control program behavior to a model of its behavior,
let us assume several restrictions of the program control flow, produced by
the serialization method:
1. The control program is executed at a one-processor computer.
2. Every part of computation between two consequent consistent states
is executed at once13 , it means that they are considered to be atomic.
Note 1: The assumptions given above mean a limitation of a “real concurrency” of CPD . Instead of it, a kind of “interleaved concurrency” is
assumed.
Note 2: At the first glance, the assumptions given above seem to be far
from reality. In fact, for embedded applications, the computer should not
be loaded too much and no part of a thread computation should not last too
much as well, so for a wide variety of embedded applications the assumptions
fit quite well.
Note 3: In fact these assumptions are not substantial for the presented
method practical utilization. Within an application of the described method
they could be “bypassed” a way. Here they are used to have more clearly
defined concepts used within this explanation.
Now let us start to construct a model CPD∗ of the control program activity CPD . At the first – we need to pass from the continuous real time of
“physical” computation to the discrete model time of simulated computation. At the second – the data and functionality of every atomic part of
computation between two consequent consistent states should be the same
in both cases CPD and CPD∗ . At the third – an atomic part of real-time
computation should be performed at one point of the discrete model time
and the computational delay of the atomic part of computation should be
taken into account by the J-Sim scheduler.
Then the CPD∗ computation can be performed as a sequence of atomic parts
of all threads computations, where:
13

It corresponds to the case when all the threads have the same priority and no context
switching among threads with the same priority occurs.
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1. The order of atomic parts is (pseudo)randomly chosen.14
2. The simulation time is advanced after every atomic part execution by
the real time spent by the atomic part execution or by a value derived
from it.
3. Using common model time, the CPD∗ activity can be properly interleaved with the EPD∗ activity, i.e. with the discrete-time model of the
control program environment’s activity.
4. Moreover both activities (simulation worlds “control program” and “environment model”) can influence each other using the common model
of the control interface.
The random/pseudo-random ordering of atomic blocks of code (transitions
in the terminology from chapter 3) should have no negative impact on a wellwritten concurrent program’s control flow. Not only that, it is a good mean
how a possible incorrectness can be discovered. Also, it is a good test of
the data flow produced by the control program because different orderings
of atomic parts lead to different orderings of output data. The random
ordering can also discover negative effects of misleading timing assumptions
that will be broken during serialized execution.
To create the control program model, it is necessary to modify the original
source code, therefore the static view of the model CPS∗ differs from that
of the original program code CPS . However, their cardinalities should be
equal and the mapping from CPS to CPS∗ should be an isomorphism, which
is important, because it may be sometimes useful to use the inverse mapping
as well when passing from the tested-off model code back to the original realworld code. The necessary changes between CPS and CPS∗ should be as few
as possible, see section 4.2 for a complete list of necessary changes.
CPS∗ code is merged in the conventional way with the EPS∗ , i.e with the
source code of the model of the controlled environment. The required runtime behavior of the model, i.e. discrete-time sequence of atomic parts of
computation, is then reached thanks to J-Sim run-time kernel that interleaves both parts of the overall model activity using a common event list.15
When it is assumed that the EPD∗ , i.e. the modeled environment behavior,
can be made – by proper EPS∗ construction – arbitrarily close to the real
controlled environment behavior, then the overall model behavior, i.e. CPD∗ +
EPD∗ , measured by both the input/output and state space behavior, can be
made – by proper CPS∗ and EPS∗ construction – arbitrarily close to the real
system, i.e. computer + CPD + environment behavior.
14

But still, all rules of Java scheduling must be respected. For example, thread priorities,
locking, and thread states must be taken into account.
15
Also called calendar in J-Sim-related documentation.
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Notes:
1. The assertion stated above can hardly be proven using a mathematical
way. It would need all the concepts used above to be formally defined,
including a formal description of the Java language semantics. Then,
a metric would have to be constructed that would measure the difference between the behavior of CPD∗ + EPD∗ and the behavior of the real
system. Moreover, all the possible controlled environments should be
considered and formally described, which is clearly impossible. Fortunately, the usefulness of the experimental method can be evaluated
experimentally – using it within a variety of case studies including
model validation, i.e. a comparison of model based tests with their
real-world counterparts.
2. It makes no great sense to try to have the model behavior exactly
the same as the real-world system behavior. The environment behavior is frequently a random process and mostly infinite, so the control
program execution path within its state space fluctuates as well; it
could be e.g. mathematically described as a stationary random process. Practically, it means that one need not know precise values of
delays of single atomic parts of computation, instead of it random delays could be used. It should lead to a better coverage of the model
based tests of the control program functionality (see section 6.4), e.g.
possible troubles of concurrent computation (deadlocks, . . . ), should
be revealed more easily.
3. The wait(), sleep(), and join() replacements have to declare the
InterruptedException to be possibly thrown out, as their originals
do. Then, the surrounding code (try and catch blocks) need not
be modified. The exception will be actually thrown out when the
interrupt() method of the suspended thread is invoked so exception
handlers will also be tested. This is important, because every embedded system should be at least fail-safe, i.e. the control program should
be able to pass the controlled device into a safe state whatever way it
finishes.

Chapter 6

Model-Based Development of
Java Embedded Reactive
Programs
This chapter deals with practical usage of the presented theory from chapters
3, 4, and 5. It mainly describes how checking of an embedded reactive
Java program should be incorporated into its development process and what
should be accomplished in order to gain maximum profit from the presented
checking method while keeping extra time expenses low.
The area of embedded programs was selected because it best shows the
benefits of the presented method over some classic approaches thanks to
limited possibilities of embedded program testing and debugging. Another
reason is that reactive programs are in most cases used as control programs
and control programs, in turn, are often put into embedded systems.
In particular, the chapter discusses a development process that involves
program checking as one of its parts, it enumerates all important parts of
an embedded reactive program to be checked and it describes how the parts
should be constructed in order to facilitate the transition of the checked-off
program to its production form.

6.1

The Proposed Development Process

The main differences between a normal program development and the presented method are the following:
• A model of the controlled device and the environment has to be created; recall the definition of EPS∗ from chapter 5. It is supposed that
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the model is built up on top of J-Sim [43], a discrete-time simulation
library. This is unique in the area of program testing – none of the
tools from chapter 2 uses joint testing of the application and a model
of the environment.
• The control program source code has to be modified slightly to pass
from CPS to CPS∗ . All threading-specific constructs have to be replaced by their J-Sim counterparts, e.g. a subclass of Thread will
become a subclass of JSimProcess1 , etc. The conversion can be made
either manually or (better) automatically. All necessary changes were
already mentioned in section 4.2.
• The two source code parts must be merged together into one J-Sim
simulation application which means that they have common planning
of simulation processes, i.e. one common event list. Some “diagnostic”
parts of the code can be added moreover, e.g. an “observer” process
(see below).
• The simulation application, i.e. the modified checked program and
the program of the model of the environment, can be executed and
results are obtained. Just note that both the environment model and
the checked control program model run using the same model time.
The results can be collected by a special “observer” simulation process
that performs all user-defined tests with a certain period. Both model
and control program data are relevant to be used within the tests. It
is important that all the performed tests can be made non-intrusive,
i.e. they don’t influence neither the control program function nor the
dynamic behavior – model time is used instead of real time. The
simulation model behavior can be visualized, which is convenient for
testing purposes. Any revealed bug within the control program can be
easily removed and the tests can be repeated.
• At the end of the process, the checked-off control program source code
can be separated from the model and straightforwardly converted to
the production form. Only the control interface object (see above in
5.3) should be implemented other way in order to use real hardware
instead of the model data items. The conversion is necessary only
if code changes were made to the test version of the program. If
changes were always made to the original version which was always
transformed again before testing, reverse conversion is not necessary
since the original version can be used right away.
1

More precisely, it will become a subclass of cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsim.jij.JavaThread,
which in turn is subclassed from JSimProcess.
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The process and its key steps and components are depicted in figure 6.1.
Just note again that both the model and the application run in model time.

Figure 6.1: The Proposed Process of Developing a Concurrent Java Application for Embedded Devices
The idea presented here depends on and extends previous work described
in [24], [19], [18], [20]. While [24] and [19] describe an approach to runtime
analysis of a “classic” desktop concurrent programs, [18], [20] and other
J-Sim related papers focus on creating a model from scratch. If the two
software modules – the checked control program and the model of its environment – are merged together with J-Sim, one can more or less easily verify
a concurrent embedded program using a standard PC before the embedded
program is actually loaded into a device.

6.2

Tools

Tools used during the proposed development process will be discussed in
detail in chapter 7. For the moment, let us just mention their names and
purposes. J-Sim (section 7.1) is a library for discrete-time process oriented
simulation that allows to simulate any parallel activities described as inde-
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pendent processes that execute at discrete values of simulation time. J-Sim’s
JiJ package (section 7.2) extends J-Sim’s possibilities with discrete-time simulation of Java multithreading facilities, such as threads and synchronization. Finally, J-SourceMorph (section 7.3) is a converter of Java source code
that is driven by user-specified rules.

6.3

Model Structure

This section presents the overall structure of the simulation model, its main
modules and mapping between modules used during normal operation mode
and testing mode on a PC. An overview can be seen in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Modules Present During Normal Operation and During Testing
The main differences between the considered modes are as follows:
• The embedded computer device is replaced with a PC or any other
personal computer.
• The used OS’s differ, however their function stays the same. In fact
the JVM masks the lower layers of SW and HW creating a kind of
universal machine interface.
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• In embedded computer devices, the SE Java Virtual Machine is not
usually used due to its resource requirements. Instead, there is a ME
equivalent called KVM or CVM. Some JVM functionality is missing
and some is added. This applies mainly to Java libraries.
• The original control program is replaced with its modified version,
running on top of J-Sim. The model of the environment must be added
to the system in order to simulate the device and the environment.
Since the original application communicates with the environment, all
this communication must be replaced with calls to some parts of the
model responsible for this.
As for the communication of the control program with lower layers, there
should be a well defined interface(s) that all communication will go through.
This (abstract) interface is the same for both modes. In the testing mode,
the interface is implemented by a class of the environment model and changes/returns its state. In the normal operation mode, the interface is implemented by a part of the application that does the real communication with
hardware, e.g. using the JNI.
The aim is to keep the application source code as little changed as possible
in order not to divert from its original behavior. The changes involve only
threading-specific commands (thread methods, synchronization, . . . ) and
the communication functions. Java is extremely convenient for performing
the former set of changes because the threading interface is standardized in
the language. So this task can be done more or less automatically.

6.4

Running Tests

The verification procedure is strongly application dependent, so only some
general recommendations can be given here. Generally the procedure is similar as when testing the control program within its real-world environment,
i.e. a well chosen set of activity scenarios is developed and then executed.
Let us assume a non-stop activity of the overall system. Then the model of
the environment should issue a very long stream of (pseudo)random events
that the control program should cope with. The model-based execution
gives us the possibility of arbitrarily detailed observation of the execution
process without a “probe effect”, i.e. the model-time dynamics of the modeled system is not influenced by the observation. The execution can be
deterministically repeated as well, even when a random sequence of events
is used to stimulate the control program activity2 . There are two basic
possibilities what to observe/inspect during a model-based test execution:
2

The used J-Sim random number generators can be started with a given “seed”.
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• State invariants, i.e. conditions that should apply all the time of execution, or – more generally – within a bounded part of the model
execution. These invariants can be constructed using variables (object states) both from the control program and from a part of the
environment model. As for the timing of invariant evaluation, there
are two possibilities again: to do it either with every change of the
model state, i.e. after every step of the discrete-time simulation run,
or regularly with respect to model time – using a special “Sample and
Evaluate” simulation process.
A broken invariant does not necessarily mean incorrect behavior in
all cases. Some applications may have a latency between the time
when input data are read from the environment and the time when an
adequate output is generated. For example, in case of time-triggered
systems, the latency can be as big as the period of a task responsible for
periodic reception of input data from outside and sending output data
if a reaction is necessary. If an important change in the environment
part occurs just after the task reads input data, the program will react
in the next period. If the invariant is checked in the same period the
change occurred, it can be reported as broken.
• Behavioral protocols, i.e. rules that should apply for a sequence of
events, possibly including their timing, at the control interface.3
If an incorrectness is found in a consistent state, the execution can be
stopped and an analysis can be done. The analysis can include the following
tasks:
• Check of consistency of the environment model’s data. Do the data
describe a possible state of the environment? Do the data describe
a state of the environment as a possible and intended result of the
control program’s activity, i.e. does the program fulfill its mission?
• Check of the control program’s state. In what consistent states are
all threads of the program? What points in the original source code
correspond to these consistent states? What are the Java states of the
threads? What locks are acquired and by what threads? What locks
are free? Are there some threads blocked while entering a synchronized
block of code? Is there a closed circle of has-lock/wants-lock relations
that could indicate a deadlock?
3

It means that the model of the control interface should be constructed as a state
machine that is able to pass to a “wrong state” when the sequence of events does not
correspond to the checked behavioral protocol. Generally every object behavior within
the simulation model can be checked this way.
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• Check of history of events on the control interface. What was the first
event that broke the defined protocol? Was it a thread’s reaction to
some action of the environment model? Does the prescribed protocol
fully describe all possible behaviors of the system?
• Check of history of consistent states. Aren’t some of the consistent
states the program has passed through out of the originally intended
behavior? Isn’t there a suspiciously small set of consistent states the
program has passed through?
Clearly, the problem of the number and length of performed tests (diagnostic coverage, completeness) stays open – similarly as when the program is
tested at a real device. But here, the possibilities of the tests organization
are much extended, e.g. the possibility to use a “wild” environment activity
or to change randomly the control program timing in order to reveal an
incorrectness. The possibility of the model activity observation and investigation is better here as well, which means that the number and the coverage
of the tests performed can be extended in this case.
Since the actual tests are always application dependent, a general procedure
does not probably exist. Basically, the tests should force the program to
pass through as many consistent states as possible and to explore as many
different computation paths as possible.
This is normally almost impossible in case of classic programs that read
input data at the beginning and produce some output data at the end since
just one computation path is usually explored. However, reactive systems
(see 1.2) are much more fortunate for this purpose, as stated in section 5.2.
Thanks to the cyclic behavior of every thread, the complete program should
be able to “return” to already visited consistent states and then take another
path than before, either thanks to different data – both input data from the
environment model and the program’s own data4 – or just by accident if
more threads are runnable and a different one than before is selected to
proceed. This more or less random or pseudo-random path selection can be
moreover supported by proper settings of the environment model that can
supply not-so-common data that will further disturb the program’s usual
control flow.
In general, the probability of discovering an incorrectness within the control
program functionality is directly proportional to the time spent on testing
and to the number of different parameter settings of the model (timing,
distributions of random numbers, etc.). Unlike theoretical methods, this
experimental method is not capable of 100% correctness proof but the incorrectness can be clearly proven with certainty. On the other hand, it
4

object and class attributes, method local variables, . . .
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checks real Java, not a more-or-less abstract model. It checks it together
with its supposed environment, not isolated.
Therefore, the presented method seems to be a convenient complement to
model checking that will very likely precede its usage in the development
process. Its utilization should discover major mistakes or shortcomings in
the program’s design. Some other tools could also be used in parallel to
the presented checking method. For example, the Eraser tool [40] should be
used to ensure proper locking discipline required by the method.

Chapter 7

Support Tools
This chapter presents main software products aimed at fulfilling the requirements stated in section 1.2, namely the J-Sim simulation library, its
subpackage JiJ, and J-SourceMorph, a converter of Java source code.
All three tools have been developed at the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering of the University of West Bohemia in last four years and
they are continuously updated. All of them are open source and available
for free.
The first version of J-Sim was developed in 2001 as a master’s thesis project
[17]. It has been updated many times since then, the last update is from
fall 2004. It can be found at its home page [43] and downloaded for free.
The tool is used mainly for student projects in the course “Performance and
Reliability of Computer Systems” to model and simulate behavior of parallel
systems in discrete time. It is also the basic building block of JUTS [48], a
Java simulator of urban traffic. The reader can find some useful information
about using J-Sim for discrete-time simulation and simulation of queueing
networks in [18], [20], [38], or directly in J-Sim documentation.
The JiJ subpackage of J-Sim was created in 2004 especially for the purpose
of practical usage of the presented method of checking. Some initial ideas
on JiJ appeared in [21], [19], and [23], later in [24]. JiJ was first intended to
be a standalone library/simulator but it was later completely rewritten to
become a part of J-Sim. The current state, including all technical details,
is described in [25] or briefly in [26] or [22].
Created in 2004, J-SourceMorph is a very new piece of software. Like J-Sim,
it was written as a part of a master’s thesis project [13]. It can found at
its home page [44] and downloaded for free. Originally, it was intended to
be used only for conversion of concurrent programs during the process of
checking described in chapter 6, however, many other possible applications
reveal in mind.
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J-Sim

J-Sim is an object-oriented library for discrete-time process-oriented simulation. Its main application area is queueing network simulation, however,
the range of its use can be very wide – almost any system where object
states change in a discrete manner can be modeled using J-Sim. J-Sim is a
Simula-like simulation environment written in Java. For the programmer,
it provides the same possibilities as the Simula language does. Plus much
more.
The following sections describe the theoretical background of discrete-time
process-oriented simulation as well as basic technology J-Sim is built on.
Main features of J-Sim are also discussed because they are important for
understanding section 7.2.

7.1.1

Fundamental Concepts of Discrete-Time Process-Oriented Simulation

There are two main approaches to implementation of a discrete-time simulation: event interpretation and pseudo-parallel processes. The former one
may seem to be easier to implement while the latter one is more intuitive
with regard to description of the modeled system.
Event-interpretation software mainly consists of a huge event handler where
all events generated in the model are processed. During an event’s interpretation, new events can be generated, which ensures the simulation will not
stop as soon as it starts. Every event holds information about the value of
model time at which it will be interpreted. The interpreter is then responsible for proper time adjustments.
The method of pseudo-parallel processes offers a possibility to group together all activity of an object or a class of objects. Such active objects are
called processes and their activity is called life. The life of an object is a
compact piece of code (a procedure in a programming language) grouping
together what should indeed stick together, which is the main advantage
when compared to the previous approach. But not all life of a process is
intended to be executed at one point of model time. To divide its life into
parts executed at different points of model time, a process can use reactivation routines – see section 7.1.3. This causes the scheduler present in
the simulation software to interrupt the calling process and to run another
one. As the scheduler switches from one process to another, the model time
changes accordingly. This concept, as well as the names of process-states
manipulation routines, were first introduced in SIMULA, a programming
language designed for simulation purposes.
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This method is also called process interleaving because all parts of processes’
lives – delimited by reactivation points – are merged together, linearly ordered according to the value of their model time and executed in sequential
order. Therefore, there are several processes present in the simulation but
just one of them is actually running at a given time.
The execution of a part of a process’s life is called a simulation step. When
the simulation object is asked to perform a simulation step, it first looks
into all scheduled processes. Every processes is scheduled for a particular
simulation time point. The process with the least value of simulation time is
selected and given control. It is then allowed to execute as the only running
process in the system until it either terminates the current simulation step
using one of the reactivation routines or dies. The current value of simulation
time is valid throughout the whole step and changes between subsequent
steps.
Steps are never executed in parallel, but always in serial. The time difference
between two consequent simulation steps is usually a non-zero positive value.
However, the time differences between two consequent parts of a process’s
life does not necessarily correspond to the differences between two consequent simulation steps. The fact which breaks up this equality is that one
simulation contains several processes, all of which have their corresponding
life parts to be executed at different time points. Therefore, the simulation
must always evaluate time at which the next step will be executed as the
minimum value of all values requested by all processes within the simulation. The processes’ life parts are interleaved – there can be a number of
simulation steps to be executed between two parts A and B of the same
process. This number can be even unknown when the life part B is scheduled because another process run in the time interval between A and B can
create thousands of life parts with differences between them so small that
they will fit into the interval < A, B >.
The number of processes within a simulation can vary as time passes, existing processes can die, and thus disappear completely, and new processes
can be created.
To be able to work in the manner described above, every simulation has
its own calendar where events1 are stored. An event is an object holding
information about a required time point and a process that wants to be run
at that time. All events are stored in the calendar in ascending order with
regard to the time of the events. When a new event is added to the calendar,
it is inserted at a corresponding position, i.e. the time of the previous event
in the calendar is less than or equal to the new event’s time, and the time
of the next event is greater than or equal to it.
1

These events have nothing to do with events from the event-interpretation concept
presented above.
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Processes can never deprive other processes of having as much simulation
time for their execution as they need. In other words, a process’s execution
does not affect processor resources of other processes. Processes run in a
virtual environment that simulates a full parallel system where every process
has its own processor and thanks to the infinite processor power, every action
is infinitely short, i.e. lasts for a zero-length interval of simulation time.

7.1.2

Simulation-Time to Real-Time Mapping

So far the simulation time and its property of discreteness has only been
discussed. However, when a program is executed it is a continuous process
of taking instructions and interpreting them. In J-Sim, there exists an exact
way how to describe the relation between the simulation time and the real
time. To better understand this subject, look at scheme 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Simulation-Time to Real-Time Mapping in a Discrete-Time JSim Simulation
There are four steps to be executed, each of them at a different time. Between them are time gaps which can be of an arbitrary length. The length
can be zero, but that is a very special case discussed above – more simulation steps scheduled at the same time. The most important thing to be
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seen on the bottom axis is that every simulation step is zero time units long.
Nothing is said about processes belonging to the steps – there can be one,
two, three, or four different processes “behind” the four steps.
At the upper axis which represents real time, a corresponding time interval
for each of the four simulation steps can be found. They have a non-zero
length, i.e. the execution of a step in real life is never infinitely short. Note
that not all the time is spent by executing a process’s code. There are little
time intervals necessary for the system to switch between processes and there
can be also time intervals that have nothing to do with the simulation at
all. This interval is labeled as “Other Activity”.
A simulation step begins when the user asks the simulation object to execute
a step. The simulation must select the appropriate process2 and give it
control. In that moment, the process gains full control over its life and
nothing – neither the simulation nor other processes – can stop or interrupt
it. It is fully in its own competence when the step will be finished. There are
two ways how to finish a step. The process can either naturally die (i.e. its
life terminates) or it can use a reactivation routine to establish a reactivation
point. In the latter case, the process will be temporarily interrupted until
another event belonging to this process is found in the calendar. Such an
event can be added to the calendar either by the reactivation routine itself
or by another process. In the former case, the process will not be able to
run anymore.

7.1.3

Reactivation Points and Reactivation Routines

A reactivation point is such a point in a process’s life where the process is
temporarily suspended until an event belonging to the process is found in
the simulation’s calendar. Every reactivation point terminates the currently
executing simulation step. As stated above, the currently running process
has absolute power over the simulation’s real time. It can even deprive all
other processes of the possibility to run by performing a neverending loop
which does not contain any reactivation points. Once such a process is run
and gets to this point, no other process will have a chance to run. Plus,
the simulation step during which this process is run will never terminate
and the programmer will therefore loose control over simulation’s progress.
Fortunately, such cases are completely useless in the domain of discrete-time
simulations.
Every reactivation point is realized by a reactivation routine. In general, two
kinds of reactivation points and their corresponding reactivation routines can
be distinguished:
2

It is the process that has an event at the top of the simulation’s calendar.
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• A passivating routine terminates the current simulation step and returns control to the simulation. It does not add any new event to
the simulation’s calendar. Therefore, a process that uses this routine
will not be activated anymore unless other processes activate it. The
process cannot be sure if and when it will be activated. The name of
this routine is passivate.
• A temporarily passivating routine terminates the current simulation
step and returns control to the simulation, but in addition creates a
new event linked to this process and inserts it into the simulation’s
calendar. Therefore, the process can be sure that it will be activated
in the future. This routine has one parameter determining the difference between current time and the time when the process has to be
reactivated. The name of this routine is hold.

7.1.4

Scheduling and Process States

In order to have a complete and more detailed overview of existing possibilities of scheduling, the following paragraphs will briefly characterize them.
First of all, every process should be activated to have a chance to run at all.
The name of this operation is activate and it has one parameter determining
the time of activation. A process can activate other processes at any time
but the activation is usually done by the main program before the simulation starts. Once a process is activated and run it does not need another
activation to run at another time, it can use the temporarily passivating
routine hold.
Sometimes there is a need to cancel an already made scheduling and delete
all events belonging to a process from the calendar. The name of this operation is cancel. As a result, the affected process will not run anymore unless
it is newly activated. A process can cancel another process but not itself.
The two remaining possibilities have been already mentioned above. It
should be noted that the passivate operation does not alter the simulation’s
calendar in any way while the hold operation does. A process cannot passivate or temporarily passivate another process, only itself. Every attempt to
passivate another process will result in an error.
During its life, every process passes through five different states: new, passive, scheduled, active, and terminated. Their meanings are as follows:
• A process is new if it has just been created and has not been activated
yet.
• A passive process is not currently running and it has no entry in the
simulation’s calendar.
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• A scheduled process is not currently running but it has an entry in the
calendar so it will get a chance to run in the future.
• A process is in the active state if it is running just now. There can be
at most one active process in a J-Sim simulation at a given time.
• A terminated process has already reached the end of its life and cannot
be scheduled or executed anymore.
Possible transitions between states active, scheduled and passive are shown
in figure 7.2. (States new and terminated are not shown because of their
triviality.)

Figure 7.2: Main States of a J-Sim Process and Possible Transitions between
Them
Let’s explain now how and when processes get from state to state:
• Active −→ P assive: A process uses the passivating routine passivate,
implemented as method passivate() of class JSimProcess.
• Active −→ Scheduled: A process uses the temporarily passivating
routine hold(∆T ), implemented as method hold(double deltaT) of
class JSimProcess.
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• Scheduled −→ Active: A process becomes active when a simulation
step has to be executed and the process has a calendar entry on the
top of the calendar, i.e. it is scheduled for the least simulation time
of all processes. There is no other way how for a process to become
active.
• P assive −→ Scheduled: A process can be made scheduled by another
process when being passive if the other process3 invokes activate()
upon it.
• Scheduled −→ P assive: A scheduled process becomes passive when
another process cancels its schedule using the cancel() method. A
scheduled process cannot protect itself from being canceled.

7.1.5

J-Sim Main Classes

Principally, there are just two main classes: JSimSimulation and JSimProcess.
The JSimSimulation class serves as a container for processes and other
entities. It maintains the shared simulation time, accepts scheduling requests
from processes, and manipulates the calendar. The most important method
is step() which performs exactly one simulation step.
The JSimProcess class serves as a “template” for user-defined process. The
class is intended to be subclassed by the user so that new process classes
with a defined behavior are created. The life() method should be overridden since it is empty in JSimProcess. The process-state and calendar
manipulating methods activate(), passivate(), hold(), and cancel()
are marked final and thus cannot be overridden.
The relations between the main J-Sim classes are shown in figure 7.3.
There are other classes available, designed for simulation of queueing networks, inter-process communication, randomization, etc. They will not be
discussed here due to irrelevancy to the subject of this work.

7.2

JiJ – Java in Java Simulation

The JiJ package is an extension of the J-Sim library for simulation of Java
multithreaded programs. It provides a replacement class for java.lang.Thread and replacement methods for wait(), notify(), and notifyAll()
methods of class Object while keeping the main properties of classic J-Sim
3

or the programmer from outside of any process
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Figure 7.3: J-Sim Main Classes

simulation: step-by-step execution on user request and discrete values of
simulation time, one value valid for a whole simulation step.
In the same time, it allows execution of “new” processes – JavaThreads –
together with “classic” J-Sim processes used to describe the environment
model, as stated in sections 5.4 and 8.3. JavaThreads are used in the model
of the control program, as described in 5.5 and 8.2.

7.2.1

Requirements

Let’s form some requirements that the JiJ package should meet in order to
be usable for mixed-mode simulation described in chapter 6.
1. It must provide a replacement for the Thread class, including its most
important methods, like run(), start(), sleep(), join(), interrupt(), interrupted(), etc.
2. It must be able to simulate synchronization used in monitor methods, including Object’s methods for controlling thread execution state:
wait(), notify(), and notifyAll(). The simulation must be able to
handle nested synchronization (nested synchronized blocks or calling
synchronized methods from other synchronized methods).
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3. Thread execution state must be maintained by both thread methods
and lock methods. The state must be taken into account during thread
scheduling as in the original Java scheduling strategy.
4. During one simulation step, either a classic J-Sim process or a JiJ
JavaThread-process can be given control. In the former case, the
simulation step finishes when a passivate() or hold() method is
called. In the latter case, the simulation step finishes when a consistent
state of the program4 is reached, which happens at the following places:
• at the beginning/end of every synchronized region of code;
• at the place where wait() is invoked;
• at the beginning/end of every thread’s run() method when a
thread “is born” or “dies”;
• at the place where sleep(), join(), yield(), or setPriority()
is called.
5. The simulation time must be shared by both the control program simulation (the JiJ part) and the outer world model (the “classic” part). All
actions in the classic part are executed in zero-long simulation time interval and the simulation time is advanced by hold() and activate()
method calls, as it is usual in Simula-like systems. All actions in the
JiJ part are executed in non-zero-long simulation time interval and the
simulation time is advanced “automatically” by the time spent by the
computation5 when a consistent state is reached. The simulation time
can be also advanced by calls to sleep(ms), join(ms), or wait(ms) if
there is currently no runnable thread in the JiJ part of the simulation.
6. When selecting the next thread to run, all rules of Java scheduling must
be respected. The rules include the state of every tread (runnable/nonrunnable), its priority, and lock requirements and ownership6 . Usually
the simulation time value or the total time spent by a thread or any
other quantity should not be taken into account.

7.2.2

New Classes

The most important classes of the JiJ package are shown in figure 7.4.
They will be explained below in detail below, here is just a basic summary:
4

See section 3.2 for explanation.
or any value derived from it or even a reasonable random number
6
A thread that does not own a lock synchronizing a block of code cannot enter the
block and therefore it cannot get control now. Let’s call it a delayed thread according to
terminology from section 5.5.
5
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Figure 7.4: Classes of the JiJ Package

• JavaThread replaces Thread and all its methods important for our
goals.
• JavaLock replaces functionality of Object’s methods wait(), notify(), and notifyAll(). Since any object can be used for synchronization in Java, JavaLock instances cannot be created in the source
code of the simulation version of the tested program. Instead, they
are managed by a lock repository.
• A LockRepository instance manages relationships between original
locks – instances of any class – and simulation-version locks – instances of JavaLock. A lock repository is able to return always the
same JavaLock instance for the same synchronization object. If no
JavaLock exists yet for the supplied object, a new one is created and
returned.
• Various relations between threads and locks are expressed by classes
JavaAcquiredLocks, JavaWaitSet, and JavaDelayedSet. JavaAcquiredLocks manages relations leading from a JavaThread to (possibly) multiple JavaLocks. It stores all locks currently owned by a
thread. To “own a lock” means to be permitted to enter code syn-
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chronized with the lock. Classes JavaWaitSet and JavaDelayedSet
manage relations in the opposite direction. For a given lock, they
store threads that are waiting on wait() inside a block of code synchronized with the lock (JavaWaitSet) or threads willing to enter –
still unsuccessfully – such a block (JavaDelayedSet).
• A JiJCalendar manages the simulation time and selects the next
thread to run. It also manages so-called wake-up events. A wakeup events is created whenever a thread performs an operation that
switches it to a non-runnable state for a given time interval, e.g.
sleep(ms). An event carries information about the respective JavaThread and the time when it should be re-activated.
• A JiJSimulation is a “container” for all threads, locks, and other
elements. It provides the step() method that performs exactly one
simulation step.
As shown in scheme 7.5, JavaThread is subclassed from JSimProcess and
therefore inherits all properties and capabilities of J-Sim processes. JavaThread adds new process states, new reactivation points corresponding to
thread consistent states, and replacement methods for original Thread’s
methods. JiJSimulation is subclassed from JSimSimulation which allows it to contain and schedule classic J-Sim processes. In addition, it is
ready to schedule JiJ processes, i.e. JavaThread instances, where different
scheduling principles apply, as explained later in section 7.2.6.

Figure 7.5: Classes JavaThread and JiJSimulation as Specializations of
Classes JSimProcess and JSimProcess
All important JiJ classes are going to be explained in the following sections.
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JavaThread – Simulation of java.lang.Thread Functionality

The JavaThread class adds new functionality to JSimProcess from which
it is extended. New constants, attributes, and methods have been added.
A JavaThread’s behavior is not determined only by calls to its own methods but also by calls to methods of JavaLock instances during a thread
execution. Since JavaLock method headers do not include a reference
to the currently running thread7 , the necessary reference is obtained via
JSimSimulation.getRunningProcess() inside these methods.
New Process States
In addition to JSimThread’s original states, new states are introduced in
JavaThread:
• STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE – A JavaThread gets to this state when it reaches a consistent state and still remains in runnable state.
Such a thread can be selected to run in the next simulation step.
• STATE BLOCKEDONJAVASYNCHRONIZATION – A JavaThread gets to this
state when it reaches a consistent state formed by a beginning of a synchronized block (a JavaLock’s lock() method) and cannot continue
because the lock is already owned by another thread. The thread can
get to STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE later when the lock is released in unlock() and this thread is selected to enter the synchronized
block.
• STATE SLEEPING – A JavaThread gets to this state after invoking
sleep JiJ(ms). After the specified (simulation) time elapses, the
thread is switched to STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE during a
simulation step.
• STATE SUSPENDEDONJAVAJOIN – A JavaThread gets to this state after
invoking join JiJ() on another JavaThread if the target thread has
not terminated yet. The thread is switched back to STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE when the target thread finishes.
• STATE SUSPENDEDONJAVAWAIT – A JavaThread gets to this state after
invoking wait JiJ() on a JavaLock. It can get back to STATE BLOC7
Specifying the running thread would not correspond to the principles used in Java.
Also, it would be insecure due to possible fake references. Moreover, it would be impossible
to determine the reference in methods of classes other than thread classes, e.g. monitor
classes.
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KEDONJAVASYNCHRONIZATION when it receives a notification signal via
the lock’s notify() or notifyAll() from another thread.
When a JavaThread is just running during a simulation step execution, it
is in the STATE ACTIVE state inherited from JSimProcess. Other inherited
states (STATE SCHEDULED, STATE PASSIVE, and IPC-related process states
STATE BLOCKEDONSEMAPHORE, STATE BLOCKEDONMESSAGESEND, and STATE BLOCKEDONMESSAGERECEIVE) are not used.
State switching is performed by the setProcessState() method that overrides JSimProcess.setProcessState(). A JiJInvalidJavaThreadStateException is thrown out if the specified state cannot follow the thread’s current state. All JavaThread states and transitions between them are shown
in figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: JavaThread States and Transitions between Them

Methods Leading to a Consistent State
The methods that lead a JavaThread to a consistent state can be roughly
sorted into two main groups:
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1. Methods of the class JavaThread itself.
2. Methods of the JavaLock class. In order for a consistent state to be
reached, the running thread must be determined first and then its
reference must be used to invoke a JavaThread method corresponding
to the JavaLock method.
The first group of methods includes: join JiJ(), sleep JiJ(), and yield JiJ().
The second group includes: blockOnJavaLock(), passOverJavaLockBegin(), passOverJavaLockEnd(), and suspendOnJavaWait():
• blockOnJavaLock() is called from JavaLock.lock() if the lock is
currently unavailable. It transfers the thread to state STATE BLOCKEDONJAVASYNCHRONIZATION and then calls consistentStateReached().
There is a complementary method unblockFromJavaLock() that is
called from JavaLock.unlock() when another thread frees the lock
and this thread is selected as the only thread allowed to get the
lock and enter the corresponding synchronized code. The thread is
then transferred to state STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE and it
is ready to be run during a next simulation step.
• passOverJavaLockBegin() is called from JavaLock.lock() if the
lock is free and the running thread can get over it. It transfers the
thread to state STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE and then calls
consistentStateReached().
• passOverJavaLockEnd() is called from JavaLock.unlock(). It transfers the thread to state STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE and then
calls consistentStateReached().
• suspendOnJavaWait() is called from JavaLock.wait JiJ(). It transfers the thread to state STATE SUSPENDEDONJAVAWAIT and excludes
the lock from the set of locks owned by this thread. Then it calls
consistentStateReached(). There is a complementary method resumeFromJavaWait() that switches the thread back to state STATE BLOCKEDONJAVASYNCHRONIZATION. The reason for not using directly
STATE RUNNABLEINCONSISTENTSTATE is that the thread must compete
with other threads to get the lock as if it were entering a synchronized
block of code from its beginning.
The consistentStateReached() method first informs the simulation that
the thread is about to reach a consistent state. This allows the simulation
to compute the time spent by the thread and update the value of simulation
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time and the JiJ calendar. Then the mainSwitchingRoutine() method,
inherited from JSimProcess, is called which assures the necessary switching
back to the main simulation thread from which step() was invoked. The
step() method can finally be completed and the simulation step is finished.

7.2.4

JavaLock – Simulation of Synchronization

The JavaLock replaces threading-specific functionality encoded in the class
Object. There are five principal methods offered by JavaLock:
• lock() – Replacement of the “invisible” action taking place at the
beginning of every synchronized block. It either allows or disallows
a thread to enter a synchronized block. In case of a thread that is
allowed to continue, its passOverJavaLock() method is called. In the
other case, blockOnJavaLock() is called. A consistent state is reached
in any case.
• unlock() – Replacement of the “invisible” action taking place at
the end of every synchronized block. The running thread never gets
blocked here but a delayed thread (if a delayed thread exists) may
get permission to enter a synchronized block via its unblockFromJavaLock() method. The running thread’s passOverJavaLockEnd()
method is always called which leads to a consistent state.
• wait JiJ() – Replacement of Object.wait(). Releases the lock,
calls the running thread’s suspendOnJavaWait() which in turn calls
consistentStateReached(). If the running thread is not the lock’s
owner, an IllegalMonitorStateException is thrown out.
• notify JiJ() – Replacement of Object.notify(). Does not release
the lock. If the lock’s wait set in not empty, a thread from the set is
randomly selected and its resumeFromJavaWait() method is called,
which transfers the selected thread to state STATE BLOCKEDONJAVASYNCHRONIZATION. The thread must compete with other threads to
become the lock’s owner when the lock is released by its current owner
with unlock().
• notifyAll JiJ() – Replacement of Object.notifyAll(). Its behavior is identical to notify()’s behavior with one exception: All threads
from the wait set are resumed so the wait set is always empty after
notifyAll JiJ().
JavaLocks cannot be created in the standard way in the tested program
because their originals are not created explicitly for the purpose of synchronization. Instead, they are normal objects, as all others. One object can
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be used as lock at many different places which would cause difficulties if we
had to create a unique JavaLock for every synchronization object explicitly.
Therefore, a different approach is taken in the JiJ package. There is a
repository of all JavaLocks that have ever been created. Together with
them are stored the original locks. When a JavaLock is needed for an object
and it does not exist yet, a new one is created and returned. Otherwise the
stored JavaLock is returned. This assures that the same JavaLock is always
used instead of the same original lock and that synchronization will behave
in exactly the same way as in the original program.
The lock repository is an instance of JiJLockRepository and there is one
repository per a JiJ simulation. It is accessed via the getLockForObject()
method of the JiJ simulation8 . The reference is not stored to any variable
but immediately used for method invocation:
simulation.getLockForObject(this).wait_JiJ();

7.2.5

Thread-Lock Relationships

The relationships between threads and locks are maintained by 3 classes:
• The JavaAcquiredLocks stores all locks that are currently owned by
a thread. Every JavaThread contains a JavaAcquiredLocks instance.
Together with the locks are stored their levels of nesting. If, for example, a thread passes twice over the lock() method of the same lock, its
level of nesting is equal to 2. If then the thread passes over unlock(),
the lock is still owned by the thread. The level of nesting must reach
zero in order for the lock to be marked as free.
• The JavaWaitSet and JavaDelayedSet classes work in exactly the
opposite way: for a given lock, they remember all threads that are
suspended inside wait() of the lock or threads that try – still unsuccessfully – to pass over the lock() method of the lock. Both of them
have a method that inserts a thread to the set – insertThread().
JavaDelayedSet also provides selectThreadToEnter() that selects
a thread that will be allowed to get over lock(). JavaWaitSet has
selectThreadForNotify() and selectThreadsForNotifyAll() that
select one thread/all threads that will be notified by notify JiJ()/notifyAll JiJ().
8
A reference to the simulation should always be added to attributes of every class of
the tested control program.
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JiJCalendar and Scheduling Principles

As stated in section 5.5, two parts execute together during JiJ simulation:
the model of the control program and the model of the outer environment.
Since the model of the control program runs on top of J-Sim JiJ package
and the model of the environment runs on top of “classic” J-Sim, different
scheduling principles hold in each part.
The “classic” J-Sim part uses scheduling principles known from the Simula
language:
• All processes of the simulation run “in parallel”. It means that every
process has its own axis of simulation time.
• Every action execution is zero time units long (measured in simulation
time), i.e. it is just a point on the time axis of a process.
• There are time gaps between successive actions of the same process.
The simulation time changes directly from the last action’s time to the
new action’s time. There is nothing in between.
• During simulation, all events of all processes are put together and
sorted by their simulation time. Then they are executed in this order
so between two actions of the same process there may be a number of
actions of other processes. This principle is known as event interleaving.
On contrary to the above, the following principles hold in the JiJ part:
• Threads do not run in parallel because there is just one processor
shared by all of them. If thread T1 runs at simulation time t1 , thread
T2 cannot run at the same time and its execution must be postponed
to the future.
• Every action execution is non-zero time units long, i.e. it is a non-zero
time interval on the common time axis.
• If there are runnable threads, there are no gaps between activities of
different threads or between activities of one thread. By activity, we
mean a transition from a consistent state to another consistent state,
i.e. execution of a part of a thread’s code. If there are currently
no runnable threads, there may be a gap where no thread can be
scheduled. This situation can happen if all threads are sleeping using
sleep JiJ().
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• Although simulation time is advanced during execution of JavaThreads, it has no direct impact on scheduling, i.e. selection of the next
thread. The thread to run in the next simulation step is selected using
Java scheduling rules (thread state, priorities, . . . ) and also random
selection.
Let’s consider a joint simulation of two JavaThreads T1 and T2 and two
JSimProcesses P1 and P2 . A possible scenario of its execution is shown in
figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Joint Execution of Classic and JiJ Parts of Simulation

Let’s describe what happens during the execution:
1. Thread T1 gets control and runs until its next consistent state. When
the consistent state is reached, the simulation time is updated.
2. Process P1 is given control because it has an event in the classic JSim calendar with simulation time less than the current simulation
time – E1 . The simulation time is temporarily shifted to the past
because classic J-Sim processes must run exactly at the same points
of simulation time they were scheduled for.
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3. Thread T2 gets control and runs until its next consistent state. When
the consistent state is reached, the simulation time is updated. Because the thread calls sleep(), a new wake-up event W1 is inserted
to the JiJ calendar and the thread becomes non-runnable.
4. Process P2 is given control because it has an event in the classic J-Sim
calendar with simulation time less than the current simulation time –
E2 . Again, the simulation time is temporarily shifted to the past.
5. Thread T1 gets control and runs until its next consistent state. When
the consistent state is reached, the simulation time is updated. Because the thread calls sleep(), a new wake-up event W2 is inserted
to the JiJ calendar and the thread becomes non-runnable.
6. There is no runnable thread in the JiJ part of the simulation. The
event with least simulation time is E3 . The simulation time is shifted
forward and process P1 gets control.
7. There is still no runnable thread. The event with least simulation
time is W1 which is a wake-up event that has to reactivate thread
T2 .The simulation time is shifted forward, the event is interpreted and
T2 becomes runnable.
8. Thread T2 gets control and runs until its next consistent state. When
the consistent state is reached, the simulation time is updated.
9. Process P2 is given control because it has an event in the classic J-Sim
calendar with simulation time less than the current simulation time –
E4 and E4 ’s time is less than W2 ’s time. Again, the simulation time
is temporarily shifted to the past.
10. Wake-up event W2 is interpreted and thread T1 becomes runnable.
Because the current simulation time is greater than W2 ’s time, we
know that W2 was interpreted too late, i.e. T1 slept for a longer time
than it had to. This situation could not be prevented because W2
could not be interpreted before T2 got control, i.e. it could not be
interpreted “in the future” because there was a runnable thread that
had to run “now”.
11. Both T1 and T2 are runnable so any of them can run. Let’s say that
T1 is selected to run. . .
Wake-up events are stored in the JiJ calendar and sorted by their simulation
time. Every wake-up event holds information about the simulation time
when the event should be interpreted, the thread to be woken up and the
type of the event: sleep-type, wait-type, or join-type.
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If there are classic J-Sim events and JiJ wake-up events for the same simulation time and the current value of simulation time is equal to their time,
the following priorities apply:
1. First, classic J-Sim events are interpreted, i.e., a J-Sim process is given
control, because they do not shift the simulation time to the future.
2. Second, JiJ wake-up events are interpreted, i.e. a JavaThread gets
runnable but it does not run. Neither this type of event does shift the
simulation time to the future.
3. Third, a runnable JavaThread is selected and permitted to run until
its next consistent state. The simulation time will be adjusted at the
end of the step.
These priorities are encoded in the next-step-selection algorithm in JiJSimulation.step().

7.2.7

JiJSimulation

Every JiJ simulation is controlled using a JiJSimulation instance that must
be created prior to any JSimProcess or JavaThread creation. It can be seen
as a container for both types of objects.
There is just one important method: step(). The method performs one
simulation step which can be of one of the following types:
• Classic J-Sim step – A JSimProcess is run.
• JiJ wake-up step – A JavaThread is transferred from non-runnable to
runnable state.
• JiJ run step – A JavaThread is run.
In any case, the calling thread is suspended during execution of the step, i.e.
the method does not return immediately. It returns when the step is really
completed – after a JavaThread reaches a consistent state or a JSimProcess
calls hold() or passivate(). The return value (true/false) indicates
whether there are still threads that can be run and therefore whether it
makes sense to call step() again.

7.3

J-SourceMorph

J-SourceMorph is a converter of Java source code written in Java. It is based
on JavaCC [45], a popular parser generator. J-SourceMorph was written by
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Jan Herma as the implementation of his master’s thesis and its description
can be found in [13] and on its home page [44].
Thanks to JavaCC, the problem of parser creation was eliminated. JavaCC
comes with 27 predefined grammars for many popular data formats or programming language source code, let’s mention Java, C, HTML, XML DTD,
Python, ASN.1, etc. From these predefined JavaCC grammars, a Java parser
can be easily created and then compiled. The resulting program is a set of
Java classes that reads tokens from an input file and generates a parser tree
that can be later modified and written back to a file.
Conversion rules are expressed using XML9 . An XML file can contain a virtually infinite number of rules that describe what changes should be applied
and where. A DTD10 is also provided which allows users to check their rule
files before they are used.
If a more complicated change has to be performed that is not supported by
J-SourceMorph itself, the user can define a macro that will be inserted to
the output source code and then interpreted by a handler written by the
user. This is similar to the principle of plug-ins used in some applications,
e.g. web browsers.

7.3.1

Conversion Rules

Every rule contains information about the place where it should be applied
and about the type of change and its specific data. The information about
a change is expressed as a nested element of the place element. A rule can
have other rules nested inside itself. The outer rule then need not have the
change part specified. An inner rule is applied only when both conditions
– the outer one as well as the inner one – are satisfied. If there are more
levels of nesting, the whole chain of conditions must be fulfilled in order for
the last action to be applied.
Let’s say that there is a rule for a class named MyClass. The rule is put at
the root level of the XML document and it contains two other rules, one for
the constructor and one for the method myMethod(). The two inner rules
will be applied only if a class named MyClass is parsed. However, if the two
inner rules are moved to the root level of the XML document, they will be
applied to any class.
The following list contains definitions of possible places of change:
• package – package definition;
9
10

Extensible Markup Language
Document Type Definition
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• class – class definition, including class name, modifiers, parent class,
and implemented interfaces;
• method – method definition, including method name, modifiers, declared exceptions, return type, and parameters;
• constructor – constructor definition, including parameters, declared
exceptions, and calls to the super constructor;
• methodCall – method call, including method name, its class name,
and parameter types.
The following rules define what action should be taken if a place satisfying
the condition is found:
• begin – A piece of text is inserted to the beginning of a language
entity.
• end – A piece of text is inserted to the end of a language entity.
• addModifier – A modifier is added to a class or a method.
• changeModifier – A class or method modifier is changed.
• changeParent – The parent class of a class is changed.
• changePrefix – The prefix of a method call is changed. A method call
prefix is the sequence of characters until the last dot, e.g. System.out
in System.out.println().
• addParameter – A parameter is added to a method header.
• changeParameter – A parameter is changed in a method header.
• addInterface – An implemented interface is added to a class definition.
• changeInterface – An implemented interface is changed in a class
definition.
• addException – An exception is added to the throws clause of a
method or a constructor.
• changeException – An exception is changed in the throws clause of
a method or a constructor.
• addImport – A new class or package (all classes from a package) is
imported in a compilation unit.
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Not all actions can be used at all places. For example, a new exception
cannot be added to a class definition, etc. So the possibilities how XML
elements can be nested inside other elements are limited.
The following example illustrates how a simple rule file can look like. The
task is to monitor all method calls using a special class Analyzer from
package analyzer. The printInfo() method of the Analyzer class is used
to print a message before any method is called and at the beginning of every
method body. So information will be printed out twice for one method call
if all classes are converted using this rule file.
<!DOCTYPE rules SYSTEM "rules.dtd">
<rules>
<method>
<begin>
Analyzer.printInfo("Beginning of a method.");
</begin>
<methodCall>
<begin>
Analyzer.printInfo("A method will be called now.");
</begin>
</methodCall>
</method>
<addImport> analyzer.* </addImport>
</rules>

7.3.2

Source Code Analysis

The primary task of source code analysis is to find all convenient places in
the source code that should be modified. To accomplish this, J-SourceMorph
uses a tree generated by the parser. The tree is constructed according to the
Java2 grammar that is supplied to the parser generator that generates the
specific parser of Java2 language. The tree covers the complete structure of
the source file that has to be modified.
Every node of the tree corresponds to a Java language structure found in the
source file, e.g. a class, a method, an identifier, etc. Every type of node has
its own class, all such classes are subclassed from SimpleNode. This class
offers methods for mutual linking of nodes into a tree and later manipulation
with the tree.
Every rule of the input XML rule file works with the parser tree in a different
way. Every rule handler gets only a portion of the original tree – a subtree
of the whole tree that remains after all outer rules of the rule in question are
applied, i.e. after they reach the most specific language construct possible.
For example, a <constructor> rule gets only a subtree that corresponds to
a constructor definition.
Every rule has also its own class that gets all attributes of the rule and
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a respective parser subtree. Having this information, the class is able to
find the exact position in the original source code when a change must be
done. It is sometimes necessary to query the actual source code because
the parser tree is unable to provide all necessary information, mainly a
word’s position in the file. SimpleNode provides four methods to get the
actual source code: getBeginLine(), getBeginColumn(), getEndLine(),
and getEndColumn().
There are 22 different rule handlers. They are all placed in package cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsourcemorph.rules.

7.3.3

Macros

The text to be inserted to the source file can contain macros. A macro is a
string that will be expanded with another string that is not known at the
time of rule creation.
Every macro has its respective class, responsible for macro expansion. The
class is always stored in package macros and must implement the Macro
interface. The actual source code produced by macro expansion is returned
from the getText() method.
If a macro has to be used during source code conversion, it must be registered
in the rule file first using the <macro> element which has two attributes: the
macro’s name and a class responsible for its expansion. So the following
macro definition
<macro name="#file#" class="FileName"/>

registers a macro named #file# whose code is stored in the FileName class.
The macro can be then used in a rule definition:
<method>
<begin>
System.out.println("File name is: #file#");
</begin>
</method>

There are ten different ready-to-use macros coming with J-SourceMorph.
Names of some of them are self-explaining: LineNumber, MethodName, FileName, ClassName, RandomIdentifier. The FileCounter macro provides an
independent sequence of integer numbers for every file. The ClassCounter
macro does exactly the same thing at the class level. The Command macro
returns the whole original command as it appeared in the source code. The
CommandWithoutQuotes macro works as Command but inserts a backslash
before every double quote so the result can be surrounded by double quotes
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and treated as a Java string. The Lock macro returns the lock upon which
an operation is performed. It can be an object if the respective method
call has a prefix (myLock.wait()) or this if the method call does not have
any prefix, or a Class instance, such as MyClass.class, in case of a static
method.

7.3.4

A Simple Example of Conversion

Let’s go back now and recall the example that prints out an info message
to the console whenever a method is called. This example is going to be
extended with four macros: #class#, #method#, #file#, and #command#.
Their respective classes are already present in J-SourceMorph distribution.
<!DOCTYPE rules SYSTEM "rules.dtd">
<rules>
<macro name="#class#" class="ClassName"/>
<macro name="#method#" class="MethodName"/>
<macro name="#file#" class="FileName"/>
<macro name="#command#" class="CommandWithoutQuotes"/>
<method>
<begin>
Analyzer.printInfo("#file#", "#class#", "#method#", "",
"Beginning of a method.");
</begin>
<methodCall>
<begin>
Analyzer.printInfo("#file#", "#class#", "#method#", "#command#",
"A method will be called now.");
</begin>
</methodCall>
</method>
<addImport> analyzer.* </addImport>
</rules>

The Analyzer class then may look like this:
package analyzer;
import java.text.DateFormat;
import java.util.Date;
public class Analyzer
{
public static void printInfo(String file, String clss,
String method, String statement, String info)
{
System.out.print(DateFormat.getTimeInstance().
format(new Date(System.currentTimeMillis())));
System.out.print(" " + info + "\n class:" + clss +
"\n method:" + method);
if (statement.length() > 0)
System.out.print("\n command:" + statement);
System.out.println("\n file:" + file);
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System.out.println();
} // printInfo
} // class Analyzer

From now on, every program converted using the above rule file will log to
the console any method call it performs. In addition, all program’s methods
called either from the program itself or from classes out of the program will
print out another info message at the beginning of their body.

Chapter 8

Feasibility Study
To demonstrate the presented method, a case study has been developed,
simple enough to be used for demonstration purposes but, on the other side,
not too trivial. It is an abstract embedded application that controls water
level of a water station tank and several connected water sources. See figure
8.1 for overview.

Figure 8.1: Case Study – Overview of the Controlled Water System
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There are N water sources with a pump and pipes connected to a main water
tank. There are two sensors in each source: the first sensor signalling the
water level being too low (the pump must be switched off) and the second
one signalling the water level being high enough (the inactive pump can be
switched on). Similarly, the tank is equipped with two sensors: the first one
signaling low level (as many pumps as possible should be switched on) and
the second one signalling high level (all running pumps should be switched
off).
The aim of the control application is to keep the tank’s water level between
the limits, if possible, i.e. if the capacity of sources is sufficient. The application is able to switch on/off the pump placed in each source and to get its
current state. There is one more sensor on the pipe leading from the main
tank that reports the current output flow. As a limitation, only K pumps
(K ≤ N ) can run at once due to assumed insufficient power supply.
The output flow and the quantity of water coming to each source are random
processes generated in the environment model part. The sources have a
certain natural level limit that can never be surpassed. This level is above
the “high level limit” where a sensor is placed.
The demonstration application can be downloaded from the J-Sim web page
as a part of the J-Sim distribution archive, directory CaseStudies\1 WaterSystem.
The simulation model program code (package watersystem1 ) contains three
principal parts that are described below:
• the abstract control interface, implemented by a class of the environment model;
• the control program (its simulation version);
• the model of the environment.
A modular structure of the source code is depicted in figure 8.2.

8.1

Abstract Control Interface

It’s a Java interface that binds the submodel of control program and two
submodels of its environment together. It is contained within the package
watersystem2 .
1
2

cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsimcasestudies.watersystem, more precisely
cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsimcasestudies.watersystem
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Figure 8.2: Case Study – Modular Structure of the Water System Simulation
Source Code

The Java interface CommonControlInterface contains methods that allow
reading boolean values from the sensors and switching the pumps on/off.
The interface is implemented within the submodel of the control program
environment in class ModelInterface. In the case of a real-world control
program, this interface needs to be implemented using JNI functions to communicate with the real hardware, i.e. in the case of a real control program
the interface implementation is a part of its code.

8.2

Model of the Control Program

The control program model code (package controlprogram) contains the
following components, i.e. classes:
• For each source, there is a monitor object (class SourceMonitor) that
is able to report a consistent state of all its sensors. It is also able to
switch the pump on/off.
• For each source, there is a control thread, an instance of class Source-
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ControlThread. It is an endless loop consisting of periodic sensor data
reading, evaluation, and possible reaction. In most cases, there is no
reaction. Just in the situation when the level has just got over/below
the high/low limit, the pump must be switched on/off. During every
loop, the control thread sleeps for a fixed time interval.3
There is a hysteresis between the low and high water level, i.e. the
pump can be switched on only if the level is above or equal to the high
limit and must be switched off when the water level falls below the low
limit. Before switching on the pump, using the source monitor object,
the thread must pass via a “semaphore P-function” of the main water
tank’s monitor, as described below.
• For the main water tank, there is a monitor object (class SourceMonitor) that is able to report a consistent state of all its sensors. It also
provides two “semaphore functions P and V” requestActivity() and
releaseActivity(). If K pumps are already running or the tank is
already full, the monitor suspends the calling control thread of a source
willing to switch its pump on. The control thread can be later resumed
in releaseActivity() when another control thread switches its pump
off or in wakeUpBlockedThreads() by the station coordinating thread,
described below.
• For the main water tank, there is a periodic thread – called station
coordinating thread – that reads the high-level sensor data. Whenever
it founds that the level in the tank has dropped below the high-level
limit, it invokes method wakeUpBlockedThreads() of the station monitor. This is necessary because it may happen that all control threads
are blocked in the requestActivity() method of the monitor because
of the tank’s water level being too high. The three monitor methods
share the same lock – the monitor itself – and therefore it is possible
to wake up the blocked control threads with a simple notifyAll()
call.
• Class WaterStationControl. An encapsulation of the whole control
program part of the simulation. The constructor of the class creates
N objects (monitors) of water sources as well as the object (monitor)
of the water station. It also creates threads responsible for controlling
pumps of water sources. Source code of this class needs to be edited
when passing from the model to the production version.
3

This may lead to a temporary corruption of invariants since the control thread may
appear not to be “quick enough” if the invariants are tested just after an important change
occurs but before the control thread can react.
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Model of the Control Program Environment

The control program environment model part – package model4 – is divided
into three (sub)parts. The first part – package iohw5 – contains a model of
HW components that are parts of the embedded device and that the control
program communicates with, e.g. parallel ports of the assumed microcomputer and the sensors connected to single bits of these ports. The second part
– package environment6 – contains a model of processes that the control
system, i.e. the control program plus the embedded device HW, interacts
with. The third part – class ModelInterface – encapsulates all the control
program environment part and implements the CommonControlInterface.
Principally, the part environment communicates with the part iohw and this
part communicates with controlprogram using implemented functions from
CommonControlInterface. The parts controlprogram and iohw together
form a model of the control system, i.e. the embedded computer device
including the connected sensors and actuators. The part environment is
the model of the controlled environment. When passing from the model
to the real-world version of the control system, the part controlprogram
should not change – or as few as possible – and the part iohw should be
straightforwardly replaced by real HW devices and the functionality assumed
within iohw should not change.
The code of iohw part contains the following classes:
• Class StationHardwareData. It contains an encapsulation of hardware data provided by sensors of the main water station tank, i.e. it
is the data model of a HW interface that should store the data.
• Class SourceHardwareData. It contains an encapsulation of hardware
data provided by sensors of a water source, i.e. it is the data model of
a HW interface that should store the data.
The code of environment part contains the following classes:
• Class Source. For each water source there is an object holding its
current state – level of water – and a reference to sensor data. The
same applies to the main tank – class Station.
• For each water source, there is a J-Sim process adjusting its water level
– class SourceProcess. The value of the level depends on the amount
of water incoming from outside (modeled as a random number) and
4

cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsimcasestudies.watersystem.model, more precisely
cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsimcasestudies.watersystem.model.iohw
6
cz.zcu.fav.kiv.jsimcasestudies.watersystem.model.environment
5
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the amount of water pumped away if the pump is running. A steady
flow is assumed here. The process also sets the sensors of low/high
water level. It cannot, however, switch the pump on/off because this
is a function of the control program.
• For the main tank, there is a J-Sim process adjusting its water level –
class StationProcess. It works similarly to the source process.
• There is one more J-Sim process that simulates the changes of the
output flow – class WaterConsumptionProcess which empties the tank
and sets the output flow register. The function modeling this value
should behave reasonably, according to a possible daily consumption
of water. But for testing purposes, it can be virtually any random
number generator.
The third part of the model package – class ModelInterface – encapsulates
all the control program environment part. It creates the model objects
and binds them together. Moreover it implements the CommonControlInterface, i.e. it provides methods for reading/writing some data items of
the model, especially values of the sensors and the pump activity flags.

8.4

Overall Model Activity

The main program of the simulation application is contained in the class
MainSimulation right in the package watersystem. It exists merely to create the simulation version of the control interface – instance of ModelInterface – and the control program itself – instance of WaterStationControl,
both of them being parts of a JiJ simulation – instance of JiJSimulation.
The simulation is then executed in a step-by-step manner. After every
completed step, the basic state of the system is printed out to the console
and all invariants are checked. The quantity of information available to the
user depends on the mode in which the application is run; see below.
The source code should be rewritten substantially when converted to the
real-world version of the control system. Actually, the only things that will
remain in the production version are the creations of the control interface –
instance of NativeInterface or whatever name it will be – and the control
program.
The simulation of the water station control system has to be started with
two parameters:
java cz...watersystem.MainSimulation MaxTime RunMode
where MaxTime means the overall time of simulation in “seconds” and RunMode prescribes a mode of simulation program activity:
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• Value 0 – Time, check of invariants, current output flow and tank
volume are printed in every simulation step, check of invariants doesn’t
influence flow of computation.
• Value 1 – Like 0, but a state of the environment and the control
program is printed moreover, an invalid invariant passes computation
to a step-by-step mode (RunMode = 2).
• Value 2 – Like 1, but every simulation step is triggered by a key. The
key “Q” means “to finish”.
In every step7 , validity of chosen invariants is verified – see function checkInvariants(), class ModelInterface:
• Invariant no. 1 – The number of running pumps should not exceed
the value K.
• Invariant no. 2 – If the tank’s volume is at the high level, no pump
should be running.
• Invariant no. 3 – If any source is below low level, its pump must be
switched off.
• Invariant no. 4 – If the tank’s volume is below the low level and
number of sources at the high level is higher than the limit K, then
the number of running pumps should be equal to K.
Note: In fact, during the model run, an invariant can be invalid for a
short time interval. The control program will react in a future step – not
necessarily the next one – as soon as it reads respective sensor values. The
reaction itself, after sensor data are read, may take several simulation steps
because it usually involves invocation of a synchronized method.
Measured in simulation time, state invariants of the controlled objects can
be invalid for a time interval that is less than or equal to the control system’s
response latency – the sleep time of control threads plus some time for code
execution.
In the presented version of the demonstration application, only state invariants of the controlled environment8 are tested. Generally, an arbitrary kind
7

One step means to perform a part of a simulation process that is at the head of the
calendar. Every activity is performed in one model-time point.
8
State invariant tests are not quite sufficient here due to the built-in hysteresis of the
modeled system behavior, e.g. between source level limits the pump can be either passive
or active, depending on the “history of pumping”. A version with the control interface
behavioral protocol checking and reporting is under construction.
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of checks can be performed either in every simulation step or occasionally.
A special simulation process “observer” can be constructed to periodically
evaluate the model activity. Thanks to the model time concept, all the tests
are performed without influencing the modeled control program activity, i.e.
no “probe effect” occurs.
The model uses a given stationary random process of the tank output
flow that models the behavior of water consumers. If needed, the random process can become “wild” when it is this way programmed within
WaterConsumptionProcess.
The complete feasibility study is available on-line at J-Sim home page as a
part of its distribution. Source code and byte code is placed under directory
CaseStudies/1 WaterSystem. The simulation is also packed into a JAR file
that can be executed directly from the JARs directory using the following
command:
java -jar JSim-0.5.0-CS1-WaterSystem.jar <parameters>
The file JSim-0.5.0.jar should be in the same directory because of CLASSPATH setting.

Chapter 9

Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the current state of work, as described in this
thesis, and it presents some ideas how it could be extended and improved
in order to be usable in practice when solving real problems.

9.1

Current State of Work

The thesis has presented a method of reactive Java programs checking using
the concepts of thread serialization, step-by-step simulation, partial JVM
functionality replacement, and joint execution of simulation of the tested
program and of the program’s environment.
The first chapter introduced the reader into concurrent program testing and
Java concurrency. It also defined the main goals of this work.
The second chapter presented the most known principles and tools used for
checking properties of concurrent systems or programs. Their range varied
from purely theoretical concepts to tools working with real Java programs.
The concept of serialization of Java multithreaded programs, based on thread
consistent states, global program consistent states, and execution path that
can be observed and/or controlled, was introduced and explained in chapter
3.
The following chapter described what entities of Java concurrent programs
should be taken into account during simulation and what classes and methods work with them.
The next chapter presented a method of reactive Java program checking
that is based on the serialization concept and further extends it with model
time usage and joint discrete-time simulation of a checked program and it
environment model. An idea of connecting the program to a model of its
118
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environment via a common communication interface was shown here. All
three part were discussed in detail – the common control interface and its
two implementations, the model of the environment, and finally the model
of the control program created from the original program by serialization
performed by an extra layer between the program and the JVM.
Finally, a complete development process using the developed checking method was described in chapter 6. The chapter also proposed some ideas on
test preparation, execution, and evaluation.
Tools used in the development process, namely J-Sim and J-SourceMorph,
were explained in detail in chapter 7. Their present versions are available for free at web sites http://www.j-sim.zcu.cz and http://www.j-sourcemorph.zcu.cz.
The overall concept was demonstrated in chapter 8 on a representative feasibility study. It showed how an embedded Java control program should be
decomposed, what functionality belongs to what part, and how the parts
should be connected together. The study also showed what state invariants could be created to be periodically checked during verification. The
feasibility study is a part of J-Sim distribution.
The method described in this work has brought some ideas that none of
the tools from chapter 2 uses. It has four general advantages over model
checking:
• Real Java code is tested, not just a model.1
• The program is not tested alone but in conjunction with a model of
its environment described by means of Java code.
• There is a notion of time which is completely omitted in other tools.
Thanks to introduction of model time and the environment model, a
program can be tested with realistic input data coming at the right
(realistic) time.
• The method is convenient for infinite reactive programs where model
checkers and tools like ExitBlock fail because they are unable to enumerate all possible states whose number is infinite.
The presented verification method cannot be probably used as
the only one during program development. It should rather act
as one link of the complete chain of verification tools used from
the beginning of a product’s development until its launch into real
1

Some presented tools, such as ExitBlock or Java PathFinder 2, also work with real
programs, they are not model checkers.
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operation. For example, it could be used together with Eraser [40] to first
detect race conditions and then verify a safety-violations-free program with
J-Sim.

9.2

Evaluation of Thesis Goals

The author of this thesis is convinced that all four main goals stated in
section 1.2 have been achieved:
1. The description/analysis of concurrent Java program behavior was presented in chapter 3 and its connection to real Java source code was
given in chapter 4. The identified entities are threads, locks, wait sets,
delayed sets, and join sets.
2. The method of reactive Java program development and checking was
described in chapters 5 and 6. Some basic concepts, such as consistent
states and serialization of threads, were also described sooner in the
third chapter. These two features of the presented method provide
the ability of managed execution of Java concurrent programs and the
ability to take a consistent snapshot of program data. Faulty behavior
can be discovered by means of state invariants, behavior protocols,
or by analysis of program entities mentioned in point 1. A close-toreal environment is achieved using a model of the checked program’s
environment and mutual time synchronization of the checked program
with the environment model using a common model time.
3. The tools – J-Sim + JiJ and J-SourceMorph – were described in chapter 7, as well as the principles they are based on. They are available online at http://www.j-sim.zcu.cz and www.j-sourcemorph.zcu.cz.
4. A case study was presented in chapter 8. It is a part of the J-Sim
distribution archive and can be directly executed from a JAR file.
The thesis has presented a conceptual and experimental framework that can
be later extended with other concepts and tested on more case studies focused on a variety of problems. In other words, this work should not be
understood as a tutorial to a general take-and-use Java software testing
method but rather as a baseline for further research, improvements, and
extensions.
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Future Work

Future improvements of the method and the tools will be focused mainly on
new technologies recently adopted in the industry: RT-Java and the Rate
Monotonic Analysis. Both of them are related to real-time computation.
Some other extensions and improvements are planned for the method itself
– there is an aim to make the method more versatile to be usable for a
broader range of Java programs and, on the other hand, more formal to
guarantee certain properties of the testing procedure.

9.3.1

Real-Time Java

RT-Java [47] is a specification and reference implementation of the Java
technology for real-time environments. Its specification brings some updates and additions to both the Java Virtual Machine Specification and the
Java Language Specification. The principles of RT-Java programming are
described in [5].
RT-Java extends the Java platform with an industry-standard set of extensions that enables the construction of systems that exhibit real-time behavior. It brings advantages of the Java Platform – binary portability, dynamic
code loading, tool support, safety, security, and simplicity – to an important
industry segment: real-time systems.
This extension is necessary because the guarantees and APIs provided by
the standard Java platform do not meet the needs of real-time systems. For
example, real-time systems require strong deterministic guarantees and/or
control in the areas of thread scheduling, synchronization overhead, lock
queuing order, class initialization, maximum interrupt response latency, and
garbage collector characteristics. These needs are not met by the standard
Java platform.
Improvements of this work over the current state will include new classes in
the JiJ package to simulate real-time threads and synchronization, possibly
with simulation of real-time garbage collector or a part of an underlying RT
operating system.

9.3.2

Rate Monotonic Analysis

The Rate Monotonic Analysis is a method of assigning fixed priorities to
periodic tasks of a real-time program to maximize the program’s schedulability. Every task of the program is given a period Ti and a worst-case
execution time Ci , Ci < Ti . The program is schedulable if all tasks meet
their deadlines, i.e. if they complete all work before their deadlines which
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are by default at the end of their periods.
The RMA assigns each task its priority according to its period so that the
shorter the period the higher the priority.
The basic schedulability test2 says that a program is schedulable if the following condition is met:
n
X
Ci
i=1

Ti

1

≤ U (n) = n(2 n − 1)

Here n is the number of tasks in the system. U (n) is called the processor
utilization bound and its limit goes to ln 2, i.e. about 0.693, if n goes to
infinity. Basically, there are three possibilities:
1. If

P Ci
Ti is less then U (n), the program is schedulable.

2. If

P Ci
Ti is greater than 1, the program is not schedulable.

Ci
3. If
Ti is greater than U (n) and less than 1, this basic test is inconclusive and additional tests must be performed in order to decide about
the program’s schedulability. An example of such tests is the Response
Time Test.

P

The basic RMA theory was later extended with other topics like aperiodic
tasks and task synchronization.
Aperiodic tasks are handled by means of an aperiodic server which has
a certain execution budget and a replenishment period. As long as the
execution budget is available, the aperiodic server handles coming requests
at their desired priority. As soon as the budget is spent, incoming requests
are handled at a low priority until the budget is replenished. There are
three basic types of aperiodic server, distinguished mainly by the algorithm
of budget replenishment.
Task synchronization brings other problems. First, additional time, needed
for synchronization, must be taken into account when doing schedulability
tests. When semaphores, a common synchronization technique, are used, a
lower priority task can block a higher-priority task for an unbounded time
period. This phenomenon is called unbounded priority inversion and it can
be solved by application of the priority ceiling protocol that adjusts the
blocking task’s priority if a higher-priority task is waiting until the blocking
task exits a critical section.
2

Also called The Utilization Bound Test.
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Multithreaded program schedulability and meeting threads’ deadlines could
be also verified by simulation in a similar way that other properties are
verified, as described in this work. However, the relation between the simulation time and the real time must be carefully defined because the real time
is a key element in the area of real-time systems and the Rate Monotonic
Analysis.

9.3.3

Other Experiments

The case study from chapter 8 showed how a multithreaded control application could be checked. The control program is a time-triggered one,
i.e. activity of control threads is triggered by time. An alternative solution would be to turn the program into an event-triggered program where
control threads would be activated upon reception of an outer event, i.e.
an interrupt. This will require the system of interrupts to be simulated in
J-Sim JiJ. Normally, Java does not provide any support for interrupts but
the Real-Time Java Specification does, as described in [5] in chapters 11 and
15.
There are plans to extend the case study with an implementation of the
control interface that would be distributed over a network. In general, the
network can be of an arbitrary type but a kind of an industrial bus such
as CAN or TTP is assumed here. Distributing the control interface will
obviously require the control program to be distributed, otherwise the distribution would make no sense. At the end, the method could be usable for
checking of distributed Java programs but very much effort will be required
to achieve that.
Some other case studies may appear in the future, focusing on a particular
feature of Java concurrency. For that reason, the JiJ package will be very
likely updated in the future.

9.3.4

Formalization

As described in chapter 5, state space exploration is controlled by data
coming from the model of the environment and by random or pseudo-random
data generated in the serialization engine. A convenient extension of the
method would be to formalize the state space exploration so that the strip
of states that can be repeatedly visited can be first identified and then
explored completely. A stop condition could be then constructed that would
depend on the already achieved coverage of consistent states. Using this
condition as a signal of test completeness would speed up and clarify the
testing procedure.
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The influence of environment data divergences from the “usual values” on
the execution path disturbances could also be analyzed. Better understanding of the effect of data variations would lead to better testing scenarios,
more discovered bugs, and shorter testing time.
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